I have the following back issues of the Palantine Immigrant for postage. Preference to anyone wishing to take multiple volumes to save me packaging and mailing time.

Jan E. Tripp
Genealogical Society of Washtenaw County, Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Vol. No. Date
1 1 [1976]
1 2 [1976]
1 3 [1976]
2 1 [1976]
2 2 Spring 1977
3 1 Summer 1977
3 2 Fall 1977
3 3 Winter 1978
3 4 Spring 1978
4 1 Summer 1978
4 2 Fall 1978
4 3 Winter 1979
4 4 Spring 1979
5 1 Summer 1979
5 2 Autumn 1979
5 3 Winter 1980
5 4 Spring 1980
6 1 Summer 1980
6 2 1981
6 3 1981
6 4 1981
7 1 Summer 1981
7 2 Autumn 1981
7 3 Winter 1982
7 4 Spring 1982
8 1 Summer 1982
8 2 Autumn 1982
8 3 Winter 1983
8 4 Spring 1983
8 4 December 1988
9 1 Summer 1983
9 2 Autumn 1983
9 3 Winter 1984
9 4 Spring 1984
10 1 Summer 1984
10 2 Autumn 1984
10 3 Winter 1985
10 4 Spring 1985
11 1 Summer 1985
11 2 Autumn 1985
11 3 Winter/Spring 1985
11 4 Summer 1986
12 1 1987
12 2 1987
12 3 October 1987
12 4 December 1987
13 1 March 1988
13 2 July 1988
13 4 December 1988
14 1 March 1989
14 2 June 1989
14 3 Autumn 1989
14 4 Winter 1989-90
15 1 Spring 1990
15 2 Summer 1990
15 3 Autumn 1990
15 4 Winter 1990-91
16 1 Spring 1991
16 2 Summer 1991
16 3 September 1991
16 4 November 1991
17 1 January 1992
17 2 March 1992
17 3 June 1992
17 4 September 1992
18 1 December 1992
18 2 March 1993
18 3 June 1993
18 4 September 1993
19 1 December 1993
19 2 March 1994
19 3 June 1994
19 4 September 1994
20 1 December 1994
20 2 March 1995
20 3 June 1995
20 4 September 1995
21 3 June 1998
22 2 March 1997
22 4 September 1997

Palantine Immigrant, Decennial Index, 1975-1985, vol. 1-10
I. D. Rupp, 1845 History of North Hampton Pennsylvania, reprint, Southwest
Pennsylvania Genealogical Services, n. d.
Palantine Transcripts 1988 Catalog
Palantine Transcripts 1981 Catalog

----------------------------------------------------------------
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An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160201/3d9f4482/attachment.html>

From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov  Mon Feb  1 12:00:32 2016
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Mon, 1 Feb 2016 17:00:32 +0000
We have used Heckman, now HF Group, for decades, with minimal problems. We had those problems within a two year period when the company was in transition, and have not had any since.

They are also the least expensive of any bindery we have contacted for current prices over the years. As a state agency we are required to obtain three bids for an order over a specified price level, and every couple of years we have to obtain prices (but not bids) from three companies. Heckman/HF Group has always been the least expensive.

HF Group also now includes ECS, the group we knew and used as Etherington Conservation, formed by Don Etherington, one of the premier conservationists in the country. We used them for several very special conservation and total rebind projects of rare books and government documents.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160201/5045a85b/attachment.html>

From muskogeehistory at eodls.org  Mon Feb  1 17:21:56 2016
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Mon, 1 Feb 2016 16:21:56 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] PALANTINE IMMIGRANT Back Issues for Postage
In-Reply-To: <CAJYPe6syHxGrzX0JotU3nKeZyZC0+sa=BsC9qp1T7g8z=zZk=Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJYPe6syHxGrzX0JotU3nKeZyZC0+sa=BsC9qp1T7g8z=zZk=Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxx3vS4biTLFUoS7UHpqwVNDaXXUzwPHDvJ0Kad9hdhouQ@mail.gmail.com>

Jan,

If still available, we could use the following vols. of Palatine Immigrant:
12
13
16
17
18
20

Thank You,
We will be glad to reimburse you for postage.

Jere Harris
Genealogy/Local History
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
On Mon, Feb 1, 2016 at 12:34 AM, Jan Tripp <jantripp at gmail.com> wrote:

> I have the following back issues of the Palantine Immigrant for postage.  
> Preference to anyone wishing to take multiple volumes to save me packaging  
> and mailing time.

> Jan E. Tripp  
> Genealogical Society of Washtenaw County, Michigan  
> Ann Arbor, Michigan

> Vol. No. Date
> 1 1 [1976]
> 1 2 [1976]
> 1 3 [1976]
> 2 1 [1976]
> 2 2 Spring 1977
> 3 1 Summer 1977
> 3 2 Fall 1977
> 3 3 Winter 1978
> 3 4 Spring 1978
> 4 1 Summer 1978
> 4 2 Fall 1978
> 4 3 Winter 1979
> 4 4 Spring 1979
> 5 1 Summer 1979
> 5 2 Autumn 1979
> 5 3 Winter 1980
> 5 4 Spring 1980
> 6 1 Summer 1980
> 6 2 1981
> 6 3 1981
> 6 4 1981
> 7 1 Summer 1981
> 7 2 Autumn 1981
> 7 3 Winter 1982
> 7 4 Spring 1982
> 8 1 Summer 1982
> 8 2 Autumn 1982
> 8 3 Winter 1983
> 8 4 Spring 1983
> 8 4 December 1988
> 9 1 Summer 1983
> 9 2 Autumn 1983
> 9 3 Winter 1984
> 9 4 Spring 1984
> 10 1 Summer 1984
> 10 2 Autumn 1984
Palantine Immigrant, Decennial Index, 1975-1985, vol. 1-10
Palantine Transcripts 1988 Catalog
Palantine Transcripts 1981 Catalog

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Colleagues,

Other than MLIS student internships, do any of you offer internship opportunities (including your societies), say for history/anthropology/communications students? If so, do you provide a stipend?

I am used to coordinating unpaid internships for my Library Marketing day job (through our university's internship program), but this is on behalf of a larger society for whom I volunteer.

Thank you,

Colleen Greene

--
Colleen Greene
Marketing & Web Systems Librarian
Pollak Library | California State University, Fullerton

Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjjeffrey at denverlibrary.org
We do.

Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX

Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjjeffrey at denverlibrary.org

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

[https://www.denverlibrary.org/files/DPL_horiz_2color.png]
violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160202/8a338ef9/attachment.html>

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Tue Feb 2 14:39:08 2016
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2016 19:39:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Statistics
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaXWd1kn0x4AkOA90s4EK_tiguqCzPDbU5X04-VQ89z3Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+WiaXWd1kn0x4AkOA90s4EK_tiguqCzPDbU5X04-VQ89z3Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY1PR10MB035700B0BE6563B1E3BA9D7085DF0@BY1PR10MB0357.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>

Our staff counts the boxes as they put them away. We have some Genealogical Society members who will reshelve for themselves and report their numbers to the desk to add to our totals. Proves we're keeping busy. And you know, if it isn't counted, it is irrelevant to some managers, board members etc.

Mara Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Statistics

Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org<mailto:jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

[https://www.denverlibrary.org/files/DPL_horiz_2color.png]
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From cestep at gcpl.lib.oh.us Tue Feb 2 15:43:25 2016
From: cestep at gcpl.lib.oh.us (Estep, Caitlin)
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2016 15:43:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Statistics
We do, but only via a generic "Greene County Room" barcode that we also use to track usage of our newspaper clippings and family files, as well as any books that don’t happen to have barcodes.

Caitlin Estep
Local History Librarian
Greene County Room
Xenia Community Library
76 East Market St.
Xenia, OH 45385
937-736-7140

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 1:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Statistics

Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

[https://www.denverlibrary.org/files/DPL_horiz_2color.png]

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160202/e04ed686/attachment.html>

From cpark at popelibrary.org Tue Feb 2 16:03:23 2016
From: cpark at popelibrary.org (Charity Park)
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2016 21:03:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Statistics

We scan a card each day and input the number of microfilms used, but we do not keep a record of which specific microfilms were used. We have similar cards to keep track of maps, photos, periodicals, and vertical files used in our area.

Charity Park
Genealogist
Pope County Library
116 East 3rd Street
Russellville, AR 72801
Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

We do track how many reels of microfilm are used but not which ones.

Gretchen Beilfuss Witt, Librarian
Edith M. Clark History Room
gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov
704-216-8232

Rowan Public Library
Edith M. Clark History Room
201 W. Fisher Street
Salisbury, NC 28144
Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

[https://www.denverlibrary.org/files/DPL_horiz_2color.png]
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From Sseniawski at aol.com  Tue Feb  2 18:51:04 2016
From: Sseniawski at aol.com (Sseniawski at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 2016 18:51:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate books for trade or sale
Message-ID: <92639a.2190f84e.43e29ae8@aol.com>

Greetings from snowy Cheyenne, Wyoming. Home of the Laramie County Library System and the Cheyenne Genealogical and Historical Society.

We have a couple of lists of duplicate books available for trade or sale. Some of the books are new and have never been off the shelves; some of the books are old and rare. I have attempted to describe and price them fairly.

We would prefer to trade books for duplicate/surplus books from your collection.

Sue Seniawski
Duplicate Book Chairman
Cheyenne Genealogical and Historical Society
P. O. Box 2539
Cheyenne, WY 82003-2539
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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We have barcodes on all of our reels of microfilm. The most heavily used is the local paper. The newspaper is not digitized nor does the newspaper office keep back issues.

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov

Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still small town community that upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters quality economic growth in a fiscally-responsible, even revenue-generating fashion.

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of Weatherford may be monitored.

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.

This may be helpful to some of you as well as to your patrons. There was recently a good discussion of newspaper collections and the difference among them, and their subscriptions, in an about.com genealogy article. It is at http://abt.cm/19PR0Dt

Regards
There are two separate databases available through ProQuest: NewspaperArchive and Newspapers.com Library Editions.

The Newspapers.com LE is fairly new to them, I think.
Our library recently subscribed to the Newspapers.com Library Edition for just the North Carolina newspapers (which includes most of the early papers for our town). I was confused about the titles of the databases, too, and thought I was getting quotes from one instead of the other. We eventually got that straightened out.

Their products pages for the services are:

http://www.proquest.com/products-services/newsarchive.html


From the links you can download complete title lists in an Excel format.

In comparing the two products, I liked the search and printing capabilities of Newspapers.com better. We went with that database, too, because it had a better selection of local papers for the price. Also, I noticed that NewspaperArchive seems to have more recent editions of newspapers, while Newspapers.com has mostly pre-1920s issues (there are some titles with more recent dates in Newspapers.com).

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.

Special Collections Librarian

Kellenberger Room

New Bern-Craven County Public Library

400 Johnson Street

New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808   Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <mailto:vtjones at nbccpl.org>  or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com

Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
Are we talking about 2 different NewspaperArchive.coms? I'm familiar with the subscription one can get via ProQuest. Is this the same as the material produced by the (defunct?) Cedar Rapids firm?

Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian
MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: <mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG | P: 712.764.7008

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

Yes, it was Newspaperarchive. Check Dick Eastman's blog for details.
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN newsletter.

Larry

On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us> wrote:

Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined $100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.

I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.

Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in a premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee. Thinking I may not continue that subscription.

Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
digging into local & family history

On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org> wrote:

We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find having both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one, however, I'd probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.

*Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
*Manager & Librarian*

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
*E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG *| P:* 712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
Colleagues:

Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive?
My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for our patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check the listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.

Thank you,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
Each library needs to evaluate which service has more to offer for their area. In my case, that's NewspaperArchive.com. But if it looks like great coverage, check closely. For years they said that they had Oshkosh newspapers for the 1940s when they did not. They now do, but only the college weekly, not the daily general newspaper. Seems to be a copyright issue. newspapers.com has only a few early Oshkosh papers, which had been thoroughly indexed in the library long, long ago, so the information was already accessible.
Our library recently subscribed to the Newspapers.com Library Edition for just the North Carolina newspapers (which includes most of the early papers for our town). I was confused about the titles of the databases, too, and thought I was getting quotes from one instead of the other. We eventually got that straightened out.

Their products pages for the services are:

http://www.proquest.com/products-services/newsarchive.html

NewspaperARCHIVE Library Edition - ProQuest

www.proquest.com

ProQuest is the exclusive worldwide distributor of NewspaperARCHIVE Library Edition, an online database that provides searchable access to more than 300 hundred years ...

From the links you can download complete title lists in an Excel format.

In comparing the two products, I liked the search and printing capabilities of Newspapers.com better. We went with that database, too, because it had a better selection of local papers for the price. Also, I noticed that NewspaperArchive seems to have more recent editions of newspapers, while Newspapers.com has mostly pre-1920s issues (there are some titles with more recent dates in Newspapers.com).

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.

Special Collections Librarian

Kellenberger Room

New Bern-Craven County Public Library

400 Johnson Street

New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808    Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com

Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org
> Are we talking about 2 different NewspaperArchive.coms? I'm familiar with the subscription one can get via ProQuest. Is this the same as the material produced by the (defunct?) Cedar Rapids firm?

> Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
> Manager & Librarian
> MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
> 4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
> E: LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG | P: 712.764.7008
> DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES | DANISHMUSEUM.ORG

> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
> Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:50 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

> Yes, it was Newspaperarchive. Check Dick Eastman's blog for details.

> Kim E. Dolce
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN newsletter.

Larry

On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us<mailto:tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us>> wrote:

> Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined $100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.

> I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.

> Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in a premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee. Thinking I may not continue that subscription.

> --

> Charlotte Sellers
> Jackson County, Indiana
> digging into local & family history

> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org<mailto:Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org>> wrote:

>>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find having both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one, however, I'd probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.

>>> *Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive? My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for our patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check the listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.

Thank you,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
I have the following back issues of the Palantine Immigrant for postage. Preference to anyone wishing to take multiple volumes to save me packaging and mailing time.

Jan E. Tripp
Genealogical Society of Washtenaw County, Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160130/d934e755/attachment-0001.html>

-------------------
We have used Heckman, now HF Group, for decades, with minimal problems. We had those problems within a two year period when the company was in transition, and have not had any since.

They are also the least expensive of any bindery we have contacted for current prices over the years. As a state agency we are required to obtain three bids for an order over a specified price level, and every couple of years we have to obtain prices (but not bids) from three companies. Heckman/HF Group has always been the
least expensive.

> HF Group also now includes ECS, the group we knew and used as Etherington Conservation, formed by Don Etherington, one of the premier conservationists in the country. We used them for several very special conservation and total rebinding projects of rare books and government documents.

> Susan Scouras
> Librarian/Library Manager
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1000 Kanawha Blvd. E
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

> -------------- next part --------------
> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
> <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160201/5045a85b/attachment-0001.html>

> Message: 5
> Date: Mon, 1 Feb 2016 16:21:56 -0600
> From: MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy <muskogeegenealogy at eodls.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] PALANTINE IMMIGRANT Back Issues for Postage
> Message-ID:
> <CACHYTxz3v54b1TLFvS7UpwqVNDaXXzvPHDvJ0Kad9hdhouQ at mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

> Jan,
>
> If still available, we could use the following vols. of Palatine Immigrant:
> 12
> 13
> 16
> 17
> 18
> 20
>
> Thank You,
> We will be glad to reimburse you for postage.
>
> Jere Harris
> Genealogy/Local History
> Muskogee Public Library
> 801 W. Okmulgee
> Muskogee, OK 74401
> muskogeegenealogy at eodls.org

> >> On Mon, Feb 1, 2016 at 12:34 AM, Jan Tripp <jantripp at gmail.com> wrote:
> >>
> >> I have the following back issues of the Palantine Immigrant for postage.
> >> Preference to anyone wishing to take multiple volumes to save me packaging
Jan E. Tripp
Genealogical Society of Washtenaw County, Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Vol. No.   Date
1 1  [1976]
1 2  [1976]
1 3  [1976]
2 1  [1976]
2 2  Spring 1977
3 1  Summer 1977
3 2  Fall 1977
3 3  Winter 1978
3 4  Spring 1978
4 1  Summer 1978
4 2  Fall 1978
4 3  Winter 1979
4 4  Spring 1979
5 1  Summer 1979
5 2  Autumn 1979
5 3  Winter 1980
5 4  Spring 1980
6 1  Summer 1980
6 2  1981
6 3  1981
6 4  1981
7 1  Summer 1981
7 2  Autumn 1981
7 3  Winter 1982
7 4  Spring 1982
8 1  Summer 1982
8 2  Autumn 1982
8 3  Winter 1983
8 4  Spring 1983
8 4  December 1988
9 1  Summer 1983
9 2  Autumn 1983
9 3  Winter 1984
9 4  Spring 1984
10 1  Summer 1984
10 2  Autumn 1984
10 3  Winter 1985
10 4  Spring 1985
11 1  Summer 1985
11 2  Autumn 1985
11 3  Winter/Spring 1985
11 4  Summer 1985
12 1  1987
12 2  1987
12 3  October 1987
Palantine Immigrant, Decennial Index, 1975-1985, vol. 1-10
Palantine Transcripts 1988 Catalog
Palantine Transcripts 1981 Catalog

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
Colleagues,

Other than MLIS student internships, do any of you offer internship opportunities (including your societies), say for history/anthropology/communications students? If so, do you provide a stipend?

I am used to coordinating unpaid internships for my Library Marketing day job (through our university’s internship program), but this is on behalf of a larger society for whom I volunteer.

Thank you,

Colleen Greene

--
Colleen Greene
Marketing & Web Systems Librarian
Pollak Library | California State University, Fullerton

Am curious if any of you track use statistics for your microfilm collections. If you have stats feel free to reply to my email at jjjeffrey at denverlibrary.org
We regularly employ interns from the university's public history program in the Archives. They have been a mix of paid, unpaid, and being done for credit situations depending on the student's situation. The local historical society also uses interns from the program and offers a set stipend.

Karen Weston
University Archivist

UW-Whitewater Special Collections, Area Research Center and Archives
P.O. Box 900, 800 W. Main Street, Whitewater, WI 53190
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM Phone: 262-472-5520

Other than MLIS student internships, do any of you offer internship opportunities (including your societies), say for history/anthropology/communications students? If so, do you provide a stipend?
I am used to coordinating unpaid internships for my Library Marketing day job (through our university's internship program), but this is on behalf of a larger society for whom I volunteer.

Thank you,

Colleen Greene

--
Colleen Greene
Marketing & Web Systems Librarian
Pollak Library | California State University, Fullerton

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160203/00ab04c5/attachment.html>

From ExecDir at iowagenealogy.org Wed Feb 3 10:23:31 2016
From: ExecDir at iowagenealogy.org (Exec Dir)
Date: Wed, 3 Feb 2016 15:23:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy society/library internship
In-Reply-To: <15A01323CC2AE64CABB63049C3BB47A18559471@FMB102.uww.edu>
References: <E1DC18E8-AAA5-4017-AAEE-FFA60CDC9989@exchange.fullerton.edu> <15A01323CC2AE64CABB63049C3BB47A18559471@FMB102.uww.edu>
Message-ID: <DE46BB69BB6905479434B5D11F748F1B010B957A64@IGS-SERVER2.iowagenealogy.local>

We have had all sorts of interns—all unpaid. We have utilized History, Marketing, Advertising, Animal Science, Spanish/Linguistics, English and even a Religion major. Most of what we provided was work experience. For example, the Animal Science major wanted to obtain "office" experience as all of her work experience was in a hog barn. (This is Iowa after all)

With that being said, I think interns are great. They bring a different level of energy and certainly teach me all sorts of new things. Since all of the internships are unpaid and very few are for credit, I just try to be as flexible as possible in accommodating their schedules.

We also participate in Experience Works through AARP. This program pays low income Seniors to work in non-profits and government entities so that the Seniors can gain work experience and skills. It is working well for us. The current AARP "intern" helps cover the front desk, works on special projects and also is fluent in German so she can translate documents for our patrons.

Jennifer Ewing
Executive Director
Iowa Genealogical Society
515-276-0287
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy society/library internship

We regularly employ interns from the university's public history program in the Archives. They have been a mix of paid, unpaid, and being done for credit situations depending on the student's situation. The local historical society also uses interns from the program and offers a set stipend.

Karen Weston  
University Archivist  
UW-Whitewater Special Collections, Area Research Center and Archives  
P.O. Box 900, 800 W. Main Street, Whitewater, WI 53190  
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM  Phone: 262-472-5520

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Greene, Colleen [cgreene at Exchange.FULLERTON.EDU]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 12:20 PM  
To: Librarians Genealogists  
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy society/library internship

Colleagues,

Other than MLIS student internships, do any of you offer internship opportunities (including your societies), say for history/anthropology/communications students? If so, do you provide a stipend?

I am used to coordinating unpaid internships for my Library Marketing day job (through our university's internship program), but this is on behalf of a larger society for whom I volunteer.

Thank you,

Colleen Greene

--
Colleen Greene  
Marketing & Web Systems Librarian  
Pollak Library | California State University, Fullerton

From pcooper at irclibrary.org  Wed Feb  3 16:08:40 2016  
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)  
Date: Wed, 3 Feb 2016 16:08:40 -0500  
Subject: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??  
Message-ID: <008d01d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0$@irclibrary.org>

I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.
I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction ("F"). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is "American fiction in English." I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: "Cross Creek" by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
Fiction is fiction, no matter how much of the book is factual. If I have a book that is questionable, first think I do is look for dialogue. If I find a conversation between two characters that is presented with quotation marks, etc., unless there is a footnote indicating where the conversation was recorded or what document is being quoted, then the book is fiction.

The key is to be sure your cataloger puts in subject headings that will help patrons and librarians find historical fiction. Most libraries use OCLC cataloging in one way or another, or cataloging records available from their book dealers. If the fiction work does not have headings such as "Indian River Co. x Florida x History v Fiction" or Smith, John v Biography v Fiction" or something including "Historical fiction," depending on the type of subject headings your library uses, then ask your cataloger to add them.

I have to empathize with your cataloger. I was our sole cataloger until a year ago. I'm now training my replacement and will continue to catalog some myself. I didn't train as a cataloger, but I needed to do it here. Categorizing as Fiction is so much easier and quicker than trying to define the 800 number, etc.!

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction ("F"). I realize it
is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is "American fiction in English." I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: "Cross Creek" by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160203/1a20c23d/attachment.html>

From agometz at rhus.com  Wed Feb  3 17:24:55 2016
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Wed, 3 Feb 2016 17:24:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??
In-Reply-To: <008d01d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0@$irclibrary.org>
References: <008d01d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0@$irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <56B27E37.9020207@rhus.com>

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:
> I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have
> been classified as fiction.
> I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction
> and they continued to be that way because present generations assume
> it is correct.
> I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on
> local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today.
> Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and
> provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged
> them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.
> 
> Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction (?F?). I
> realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is
> ?American fiction in English.? I must be missing something because I
> am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>
> 
> I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the
> authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know.
> For example: ?Cross Creek? by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is
> classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but
> about her life experiences near her home.
> 
> Your thoughts?
> 
> Pam
> 
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
> 
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
> 
> Indian River County Main Library
> 
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
> 
> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
> 
> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
> 
> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
> 
> *Please note:*As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail
> addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address
> released in response to a public records request, do not send
> electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone
> or in writing.
> 
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160203/8ad2ab84/attachment.html>

From pcooper at irclibrary.org  Thu Feb  4 09:25:06 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 09:25:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??
In-Reply-To: <56B27E37.9020207@rhus.com>
References: <008d01d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0$@irclibrary.org>
I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to "F" when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC
On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:

I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction ("F"). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is "American fiction in English." I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: "Cross Creek" by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
I vote for keeping them in the Florida history room.

This is what we do with "larger-than-life" figures from our area such as Johnny Appleseed, Betty Zane, and Lew Wetzel. Their fictionalized histories are in Local History & Genealogy rather than the regular collection.

Ernie Thode, retired
Washington County Public Library
Marietta, OH

On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 9:25 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:

> I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room,
> but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right?
> I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to ?F? when
> they are already processed and have subject headings.
>"
>"
I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:

I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some
even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction (?F?). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is 'American fiction in English.' I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: 'Cross Creek' by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
Our museum offers paid internships for Danish graduate students in a number of fields, including library science, history, marketing and museum studies. Usually a semester in length, we provide a $500/month stipend, free housing in town, and (since we’re 15 miles from anywhere and there’s no public transportation), access to a vehicle for personal use. We usually have 2 at a time. The funding for the internships comes from an outside private source. Over the past decade the interns have enriched our museum/library and expanded our knowledge base in many different ways.

Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG | P: 712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES | DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong opinion on this issue.

I have to emphasize again that from a historian's point of view, this type of book is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history, but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is classified in Dewey 800's because few know what Dewey means these days, if they ever did. Everyone knows "F" is fiction. They need to understand the distinction, and without talking to a librarian, they won't know.

I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a "re-creation" of events outlining a person's actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is history based on primary documents, or what is from the author's imagination. Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.

Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.

I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate theses researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to "F" when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:
I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.
I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction ("F"). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is "American fiction in English." I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: "Cross Creek" by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcopper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

---

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160204/d5622f6a/attachment.html>
Pam,
I think it would depend on if your library puts any other fiction in the 800s. Our
library made the decision to move all of our classics out of the 800s and put them
in the fiction section since patrons tended to go there anyway. I don?t disagree
with Susan, but I think it is whatever is best practice for your library. Maybe
your cataloger has made the decision to move all fiction out of that section as
well? I don?t think either way is wrong. I think the most important thing is to be
consistent.

Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 12:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong
opinion on this issue.

I have to emphasize again that from a historian?s point of view, this type of book
is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history,
but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is
classified in Dewey 800s because few know what Dewey means these days, if they
ever did. Everyone knows ?F? is fiction. They need to understand the distinction,
and without talking to a librarian, they won?t know.

I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a ?re-creation? of events
outlining a person?s actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between
two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the
conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not
history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than
the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is
history based on primary documents, or what is from the author?s imagination.
Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.

Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.
I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate theses researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 9:25 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to ?F? when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu On Behalf Of Anne Gometz
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 5:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists
or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:
I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction (?F?). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is ?American fiction in English.? I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: ?Cross Creek? by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
I hadn’t thought of the cataloger’s actual intent, but assumed he/she wanted to move all fiction out of Dewey and into F for Fiction. That’s the only way it makes sense, and if that is the issue, then I agree with consistency. All fiction is cataloged in the 800’s or all is cataloged F.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susanc.scouras at wv.gov

Pam,
I think it would depend on if your library puts any other fiction in the 800s. Our library made the decision to move all of our classics out of the 800s and put them in the fiction section since patrons tended to go there anyway. I don’t disagree with Susan, but I think it is whatever is best practice for your library. Maybe your cataloger has made the decision to move all fiction out of that section as well? I don’t think either way is wrong. I think the most important thing is to be consistent.

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong opinion on this issue.

I have to emphasize again that from a historian’s point of view, this type of book is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history, but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is classified in Dewey 800’s because few know what Dewey means these days, if they ever did. Everyone knows ?F?? is fiction. They need to understand the distinction, and without talking to a librarian, they won’t know.

I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a ?re-creation? of events outlining a person’s actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is history based on primary documents, or what is from the author’s imagination. Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.

Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.

I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate theses researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to ?F? when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor  
Archive Center & Genealogy Department  
Indian River County Main Library  
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960  
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446  
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org  
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz  
Gastonia NC  

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:  
I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction (?F?). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is ?American fiction in English.? I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>
I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: ?Cross Creek? by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

See below--

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Kathy Rippel <twinmom22 at gmail.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 13:08:20 -0600
Subject: Re: Fictionalized history
In-Reply-To: <mailman.18152.1454612902.6772.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.18152.1454612902.6772.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAHXGPsNhG2ZYbnkXSReva5FmBt9oyFXPNFjGfZxgQt9GMrco8g@mail.gmail.com>

I must definitely agree with Susan's remarks based on a similar background. With over 20 years of cataloging in addition to reference earlier, I've tirelessly worked to make sure even the smallest of libraries
cataloged their local history/genealogy.

> Keep them in your Florida room, but keep them marked as fiction, whether it's as FIC or 813... They still have clues and with in humanizing stories, just not for historical/genealogical research to be cited.

> Current cataloging standards make it clear that "true stories" using unsubstantiated dialogue are actually "Fictionalized", which days it all. (These are my version of the standards, not an exact depiction).

> Personally, I'd use FIC rather than the Dewey or LC number because it's the clearest for our customers.

> Most definitely add all the valid subject headings followed by $v Fiction that you can. Notes, when appropriate, in the 59x field can help highlight pertinent topics, too!

> Kathy Rippel
> Great Bend, KS
> twinmom22 at cox.net

> Retired from Central Kansas Library System, 2015

> Message: 7
> Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 17:09:56 +0000
> From: "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??
> Message-ID:
> < SN1PR09MB076637790E1E627749BFC19ED8D10 at SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
> >
> > Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
> >
> > I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong opinion on this issue.
> >
> > I have to emphasize again that from a historian's point of view, this type of book is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history, but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is classified in Dewey 800's because few know what Dewey means these days, if they ever did. Everyone knows "F" is fiction. They need to understand the distinction, and without talking to a librarian, they won't know.
> >
> > I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a "re-creation" of events outlining a person's actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is history based on primary documents, or what is from the author's imagination. Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.
> >
> > Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.
> >
> > I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with
experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate theses researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

-------------- next part --------------
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URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160204/0737bac8/attachment.html>

From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Feb 4 14:24:05 2016
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 14:24:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??
In-Reply-To: <SN1PR09MB076637790E1E627749BFC19ED8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <008d01d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0$@irclibrary.org> <56B27E37.9020207@rhus.com> <001701d15f57$d864e760$892eb620$@irclibrary.org> <SN1PR09MB076637790E1E627749BFC19ED8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojuw9Wn9WZmAtZrQaruPvSZY+Tk1Apq3B9UN+Jc2BGNJRmw@mail.gmail.com>

Just want to support what Susan said. I am not a cataloger, but we try to keep all our Maryland fiction under F. Not to say that some might not have snuck its way into the 800s, but if it does we move it. There is some poetry there, but people know what that is when they see it. :) We don't do our own cataloging, but have an incredibly supportive technical services department. Keeping such books in a separate fiction section, I believe, also helps with browsers. As Susan said, almost every patron understands the difference between a book with an F on it and a book with a number. Fiction -- Not fiction. I have nothing but the greatest faith in all our patrons, but putting fiction anywhere else but in a separate fiction section, I believe, it just asking for trouble. :) Also, might make it more difficult for any subs or new volunteers you have working reference and don't know a "fictional account" shelved in Dewey just by its title or author. Excuse me now, while I go scan my shelves for stray fiction. :)
Mary K. Mannix  
Maryland Room Manager  
C. Burr Artz Public Library  
Frederick County Public Libraries  
Frederick, MD

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org  Thu Feb  4 14:39:16 2016  
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)  
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 19:39:16 +0000  
Subject: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??  
In-Reply-To: <SN1PR09MB0766F07D2B3B6DFE73E02A82D08D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>  
References: <008d01d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0$@irclibrary.org>  
      <56B27E37.9020207@rhus.com>  
      <001701d15f57$d864e760$892eb620$@irclibrary.org>  
      <SN1PR09MB076637790E1E627749BFC19ED8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>  
      <770c43445a804eaa938bd08d2ae25aef@SRVMIAEXG02.nhcgov.com>  
      <SN1PR09MB0766F07D2B3B6DFE73E02A82D08D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>  
      <BLUPR10MB0356A8AFBD8C6FBB12A23CFCFB5D10@BLUPR10MB0356.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>  
Message-ID: <BLUPR10MB0356A8AFBD8C6FBB12A23CFCFB5D10@BLUPR10MB0356.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>  

Here's a perfect example of the fiction/nonfiction divide: Laura Ingalls Wilder. The recent Pioneer Girl annotated autobiography is non-fiction. The series by Laura starting with Little House in the Big Woods are fiction.

Death of the Prairie by Kathleen Ernst is a mystery featuring Chloe Ellefson, who works at Old World Wisconsin, a living history museum. Chloe has written a paper arguing that Laura's description of such activities as hog butchering are of sufficient quality to be useful to the interpretive staff. She heads for DeSmet to present this paper, visiting LIW museums along the way, and learns that many of the museums have difficulty convincing customers that the children's books are not 100% accurate, and the TV series even less so!

Mara Munroe  
Oshkosh Public Library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C  
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 12:26 PM  
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I hadn't thought of the cataloger's actual intent, but assumed he/she wanted to move all fiction out of Dewey and into F for Fiction. That's the only way it makes sense, and if that is the issue, then I agree with consistency. All fiction is cataloged in the 800's or all is cataloged F.

Susan Scouras  
Librarian/Library Manager  
WV Archives and History Library  
The Culture Center  
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E  
Charleston, WV  25305-0300  
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742  
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

Pam,
I think it would depend on if your library puts any other fiction in the 800s. Our library made the decision to move all of our classics out of the 800s and put them in the fiction section since patrons tended to go there anyway. I don’t disagree with Susan, but I think it is whatever is best practice for your library. Maybe your cataloger has made the decision to move all fiction out of that section as well? I don’t think either way is wrong. I think the most important thing is to be consistent.

Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 12:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong opinion on this issue.

I have to emphasize again that from a historian's point of view, this type of book is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history, but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is classified in Dewey 800s because few know what Dewey means these days, if they ever did. Everyone knows ?F? is fiction. They need to understand the distinction, and without talking to a librarian, they won’t know.

I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a ?re-creation? of events outlining a person's actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not
history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is history based on primary documents, or what is from the author?s imagination. Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.

Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.

I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate theses researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 9:25 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to ?F? when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Anne Gometz  
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 5:25 PM  
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz  
Gastonia NC

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:
I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction (?F?). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is ?American fiction in English.? I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: ?Cross Creek? by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor  
Archive Center & Genealogy Department  
Indian River County Main Library  
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960  
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446  
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>  
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy  
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

genealib mailing list  
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Another prime example is the writing of Allan W. Eckert. His books are well-researched, most have a bibliography and some have an index. Eckert, however, uses what he calls "narrative" to describe his use of created dialogue in an otherwise factual sequence. He uses "A Narrative" often as a subtitle. There has been much argument among historians as to whether his books are fact or fiction, or are fact but with fictionalized sections. This is where the "dialogue rule" comes in. If there is author-created conversation, then the work is fiction. However, you will find his books assigned as reading for college history classes, and cataloged as history in some university libraries.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 2:39 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

Here's a perfect example of the fiction/nonfiction divide: Laura Ingalls Wilder. The recent Pioneer Girl annotated autobiography is non-fiction. The series by Laura starting with Little House in the Big Woods are fiction.

Death of the Prairie by Kathleen Ernst is a mystery featuring Chloe Ellefson, who works at Old World Wisconsin, a living history museum. Chloe has written a paper
arguing that Laura?\textapos;s description of such activities as hog butchering are of sufficient quality to be useful to the interpretive staff. She heads for DeSmet to present this paper, visiting LIW museums along the way, and learns that many of the museums have difficulty convincing customers that the children?\textapos;s books are not 100% accurate, and the TV series even less so!

Mara Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 12:26 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I hadn?\textapos;t thought of the cataloger?\textapos;s actual intent, but assumed he/she wanted to move all fiction out of Dewey and into F for Fiction. That?\textapos;s the only way it makes sense, and if that is the issue, then I agree with consistency. All fiction is cataloged in the 800?\textapos;s or all is cataloged F.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

Pam,
I think it would depend on if your library puts any other fiction in the 800s. Our library made the decision to move all of our classics out of the 800s and put them in the fiction section since patrons tended to go there anyway. I don?\textapos;t disagree with Susan, but I think it is whatever is best practice for your library. Maybe your cataloger has made the decision to move all fiction out of that section as well? I don?\textapos;t think either way is wrong. I think the most important thing is to be consistent.

Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong opinion on this issue.

I have to emphasize again that from a historian’s point of view, this type of book is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history, but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is classified in Dewey 800s because few know what Dewey means these days, if they ever did. Everyone knows “F” is fiction. They need to understand the distinction, and without talking to a librarian, they won’t know.

I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a “re-creation” of events outlining a person’s actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is history based on primary documents, or what is from the author’s imagination. Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.

Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.

I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate thesis researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to ?F? when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC

On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:
I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction (?F?). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is ?American fiction in English.? I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>
I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: ?Cross Creek? by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

From kwieland at otis.lioninc.org  Thu Feb  4 15:15:52 2016
From: kwieland at otis.lioninc.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 15:15:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??
In-Reply-To: <SN1PR09MB07665A462E39C6B1A2136C31D8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <008d0d15ec7$0ef93150$2ceb93f0$@irclibrary.org>
          <56B27E37.9020207@rhus.com>
          <001701d15f57$d864e760$892eb620$@irclibrary.org>
          <SN1PR09MB076637790E1E627749BFC19ED8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
          <770c43445a804eaa938bd08d2ae25aef@SRVMIAEXG02.nhcgov.com>
          <SN1PR09MB0766F07D2B386DFE73E02A82D8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
          <BLUPR10MB0356A8AFBD8C6FFB12A23FCFB5D10@BLUPR10MB0356.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
          <SN1PR09MB07665A462E39C6B1A2136C31D8D10@SN1PR09MB0766.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <bf86f66a9c854e4c90c6c39ec9fba23e@otis.lioninc.org>

Some years back, there was quite a kerfuffle over a biography of President Reagan. The author, Edmund Morris (Dutch: a memoir of Ronald Reagan), not only created
dialogue, but he also inserted fictional characters into the narrative.

It was particularly strange, because this was the first (only?) "authorized" biography.

I agree with the consensus that all the fiction should be consistently cataloged - as Fiction or in the 800s. I also agree that invented dialogue makes a work fiction. My only exception would be a nonfiction book that informs the reader that one or more characters has been renamed to protect their privacy.

Kathleen Wieland  Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365   FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otis.lioninc.org

-----------------------------
From: "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 3:01 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

Another prime example is the writing of Allan W. Eckert. His books are well-researched, most have a bibliography and some have an index. Eckert, however, uses what he calls "narrative" to describe his use of created dialogue in an otherwise factual sequence. He uses "A Narrative" often as a subtitle. There has been much argument among historians as to whether his books are fact or fiction, or are fact but with fictionalized sections. This is where the "dialogue rule" comes in. If there is author-created conversation, then the work is fiction. However, you will find his books assigned as reading for college history classes, and cataloged as history in some university libraries.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Here's a perfect example of the fiction/nonfiction divide: Laura Ingalls Wilder. The recent Pioneer Girl annotated autobiography is non-fiction. The series by Laura starting with Little House in the Big Woods are fiction.

Death of the Prairie by Kathleen Ernst is a mystery featuring Chloe Ellefson, who works at Old World Wisconsin, a living history museum. Chloe has written a paper arguing that Laura's description of such activities as hog butchering are of sufficient quality to be useful to the interpretive staff. She heads for DeSmet to present this paper, visiting LIW museums along the way, and learns that many of the museums have difficulty convincing customers that the children's books are not 100% accurate, and the TV series even less so!

Mara Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library

I hadn't thought of the cataloger's actual intent, but assumed he/she wanted to move all fiction out of Dewey and into F for Fiction. That's the only way it makes sense, and if that is the issue, then I agree with consistency. All fiction is cataloged in the 800's or all is cataloged F.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
Pam,

I think it would depend on if your library puts any other fiction in the 800s. Our library made the decision to move all of our classics out of the 800s and put them in the fiction section since patrons tended to go there anyway. I don't disagree with Susan, but I think it is whatever is best practice for your library. Maybe your cataloger has made the decision to move all fiction out of that section as well? I don't think either way is wrong. I think the most important thing is to be consistent.

Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com

I apologize if I sound like a harridan on this subject, but I have a very strong opinion on this issue.
I have to emphasize again that from a historian's point of view, this type of book is fiction, not history. Historical fiction is just that, fiction based on history, but still fiction. The general public is not going to realize that if the book is classified in Dewey 800's because few know what Dewey means these days, if they ever did. Everyone knows "F" is fiction. They need to understand the distinction, and without talking to a librarian, they won't know.

I have never seen historical fiction without dialogue or a "re-creation" of events outlining a person's actions, and an imaginary conversation or interaction between two people who actually lived the experience is still fiction, because the conversation or interaction as written never happened, and is therefore not history. It is a story based on history, but it is a story, not history. Other than the fictional dialogue, the ordinary reader does not know what in the book is history based on primary documents, or what is from the author's imagination. Students of all ages are even less likely to realize this.

Keep them in the Florida Room, but in a Fiction section.

I am recommending this based on my history degree and my MLS with experience as a cataloger, and 16 years of working with solely genealogy and history patrons, ranging from the general public to Social Studies Fair projects to graduate theses researchers and to professors and professional writers of non-fiction and fiction. No legitimate historian will cite historical fiction as a reference of historical fact. A historian will use the bibliography and/or notes in a novel based on history for further research in primary documents regarding the subject. No competent teacher or professor will knowingly accept a citation or quotation in a term paper or thesis as fact if it is drawn from historical fiction.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 9:25 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I may have misled you. We have these books in our Florida Archive room, but we are using the 813 number, which to me is the same as fiction, right? I do not see a reason to take time to move all of these books to "F" when they are already processed and have subject headings.

I tried to say that many of the books are actual accounts of our history, but in story form.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor  
Archive Center & Genealogy Department  
Indian River County Main Library  
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446  
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org  
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Gometz  
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 5:25 PM  
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fictionalized History??

I strongly believe that these books should be classified as fiction because some readers will take every word as fact. Having said that, you can have reading lists or other guides that urge people to read these stories to get a feel for the history and background of your community.

Anne Gometz  
Gastonia NC
On 2/3/2016 4:08 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:

I would love to hear your opinion regarding historical books that have been classified as fiction.

I believe long ago that LOC cataloged some historical books as fiction and they continued to be that way because present generations assume it is correct.

I have about 50 Florida books that are called fiction but are based on local history. Many of the family names, places still exist today. Some even have maps, pictures that are historically correct and provide new insights to the area. Through the years, we have cataloged them in 813, 813.5 or .6, etc.

Now, the present cataloger would like them placed in Fiction ("F"). I realize it is about the same thing. Dewey definition of 813 is "American fiction in English." I must be missing something because I am not a cataloger and try not to think like one. <g>

I have always felt these type of books are valuable because the authors often are from the area and write about experiences they know. For example: "Cross Creek" by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It is classified as fiction. (Look at WorldCat.) Yes, it is a story, but about her life experiences near her home.

Your thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

genealib mailing list

genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org Wed Feb 4 16:05:58 2016
From: librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org (Michael Maloney)
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2016 16:05:58 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
Message-ID: <CAPkyQoH+BBH+R6MV3t+_hVScMkZbCjKdydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>

Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--
Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263

-------------------- next part ---------------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160204/99426495/attachment.html>

From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Thu Feb 4 16:38:48 2016
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Miller)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 16:38:48 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <CAPkyQoH+BBH+R6MV3t+_hVScMkZbCjKdydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPkyQoH+BBH+R6MV3t+_hVScMkZbCjKdydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CADj0uDK+04aM3E0vJWAqE13EmcUOPj-uEwByx9GdquN=--ugQ@mail.gmail.com>
Michael,

I currently teach genealogy at the University of Illinois GSLIS, but I have taught both basic and intermediate level genealogy courses through the local community college in the past. RUSA has guidelines for genealogical instruction that are here: http://www.ala.org/rusa/resources/guidelines/guidelinesunit. I do have more ideas for you, so perhaps you will email me? nwmiller at illinois.edu

Nicole Miller

On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 3:05 PM, Michael Maloney <librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org> wrote:

> Hey all,
> 
> I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.
> 
> --
> 
> Michael Maloney
> Librarian/Archivist
> Grems-Doolittle Library
> Schenectady County Historical Society
> 32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
> 518-374-0263
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

--
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers,* soon out from Libraries Unlimited.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160204/f3d527d8/attachment.html>

From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Thu Feb 4 16:52:49 2016
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 16:52:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <CAPkyQoH+BbH+R6MV3t+_hVScMokZZbjCJkJyDyWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPkyQoH+BbH+R6MV3t+_hVScMokZZbjCJkJyDyWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <016d01d15f96$645dd860$2d1b98920$@com>

ALA has ?Guidelines for a Unit or Course of Instruction in Genealogical Research at Schools of Library and Information Science? at
http://www.ala.org/rusa/resources/guidelines/guidelinesunit that may offer some advice.

Also, our local community college offered such a course several years ago using ?Genealogy for Dummies? as the textbook.

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808 Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org/ http://newbern.cpclib.org

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the library.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michael Maloney
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 4:06 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--

Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160204/1d4a17e9/attachment.html>

From mkmannix at gmail.com  Thu Feb  4 17:48:37 2016
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 17:48:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <CAPkyQoH+Bbh+R6MV3t_+hVScMokZZbzjCJkDydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPkyQoH+Bbh+R6MV3t_+hVScMokZZbzjCJkDydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_CzpEwBKe9-UDpTTzza4T38A7tnYcSN23hgi1CgEJ60A@mail.gmail.com>

Hi Michael!

Very exciting!! Can I ask what department you are teaching that out of? I am very jealous!!

I teach at the UofMaryland iSchool. First time, I leaned very heavy on the RUSA guidelines. Happy to forward you a copy of my syllabus, might not be competely relevant, since I am teaching more from a librarinaship view point, but if you want to take a look just let me know. I use _The Source_ and George Morgan's _How To Do Everything ... Genealogy _ and George and Drew's _Advanced Genealogy Research Techniques_ as my main texts.

Have fun!! What a great opportunity!

Mary
On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 4:05 PM, Michael Maloney
<librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org> wrote:
> Hey all,
> I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the
> basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience
> teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information
> about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly
> appreciated.
> --
> Michael Maloney
> Librarian/Archivist
> Grems-Doolittle Library
> Schenectady County Historical Society
> 32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
> 518-374-0263
> 
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

From InfoDoc at DDowell.com Thu Feb 4 23:57:34 2016
From: InfoDoc at DDowell.com (Dave Dowell)
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 2016 22:57:34 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <CAPkyQoH+BbH+R6MV3tj+_hVSchMokZZbjCJkDydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPkyQoH+BbH+R6MV3tj+_hVSchMokZZbjCJkDydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <023301d15fd1$c3b4baa0$4b1e2fe0$@DDowell.com>

Michael, You might want to take a look at my Crash Course in Genealogy, Libraries
Unlimited, 2011.

Dave Dowell

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michael Maloney
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 3:06 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College

Hey all,
I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--

Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160204/f97d0e5d/attachment.html>

From melinde at melinde.com Fri Feb 5 06:07:03 2016
From: melinde at melinde.com (melinde at melinde.com)
Date: Fri, 05 Feb 2016 04:07:03 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
Message-ID: <20160205040703.520d4e056be2fcd5cf2cd1f1b7122767.e68269655e.wbe@email14.secureserver.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160205/7a8713dd/attachment.html>

From ellen at barrfinancial.com Fri Feb 5 09:32:51 2016
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ann Ellen Barr)
Date: Fri, 5 Feb 2016 14:32:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw_CjpEwBkE9-UDpTTzza4T38A7tnYcSN23hgiJCgEJ00A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPkyQO6H+BDH+R6MV3t+hvS6chM0kZZbjCJkJkdYWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>  
<CAPXojw_CjpEwBkE9-UDpTTzza4T38A7tnYcSN23hgiJCgEJ00A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CY1PR17MB0186CA0C605F5D249F1EA29DB1D20@CY1PR17MB0186.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>

I am not technically a librarian, just a volunteer for our Lake County IL G.S. but have taught several Girl Scout Troops for their My Heritage Badge. I begin with asking "What is your grandmother's original name (maiden name)". Blank stares all around.
Then they realize they build out from themselves and find family info that they had been oblivious to.

I didn't realize what my grandmother's name was until she died! Only on the prayer card did it tell me her actual name. Her sister had Americanized her name in business and so I thought that was the family name. Also she was called by a nickname all her life so I didn't realize that Mame was actually Mary Ann!

This is a great starting point, no matter the age of your audience.

Ellen Barr
ellen at barrfinancial.com
Barr Financial
318 W Half Day Road | Suite 333 | Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
P: 847.634.0072 | F: 847.913.8149

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 4:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College

Hi Michael!

Very exciting!! Can I ask what department you are teaching that out of? I am very jealous!!

I teach at the UofMaryland iSchool. First time, I leaned very heavy on the RUSA guidelines. Happy to forward you a copy of my syllabus, might not be completely relevant, since I am teaching more from a librarinaship view point, but if you want to take a look just let me know. I use _The Source_ and George Morgan's _How To Do Everything _ Genealogy _ and George and Drew's _Advanced Genealogy Research Techniques_ as my main texts.

Have fun!! What a great opportunity!

Mary

On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 4:05 PM, Michael Maloney <librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org> wrote:
> Hey all,
> > I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on
> > the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any
> > experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to
> > find information about course requirements? Any other
> > information/advice would be greatly appreciated.
> > >--
> > Michael Maloney
> > Librarian/Archivist
> > Grems-Doolittle Library
> > Schenectady County Historical Society
> > 32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
Although revised in 2004 and 2007, the footnotes section 13.0 seems to go with the original 1995 article, and after 21 years, some of those thoughts could be cited with more modern references. The works by Elizabeth Shown Mills, which are now used extensively in the genealogical community for better or worse, are not mentioned at all.

Online resources, free and fee-based, have taken over, and training is needed in usage of these tools, including such things as how to rate them? both the vendors and the product, search techniques, how to take advantage of image software to get a good reproduction, etc. Needs a separate new section.

My opinion only!

Tom Neel, Library Director

Ohio Genealogical Society
ALA has Guidelines for a Unit or Course of Instruction in Genealogical Research at Schools of Library and Information Science? at http://www.alao rg/rusa/resources/guidelines/guidelinesunit that may offer some advice.

Also, our local community college offered such a course several years ago using Genealogy for Dummies? as the textbook.

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808 Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <mailto:vtjones at nbccpl.org> or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com

Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the library.
Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--

Michael Maloney
 Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263
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From mkmannix at gmail.com  Fri Feb  5 13:44:43 2016
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri, 5 Feb 2016 13:44:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Those crazy guidelines
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_2UVixykjd54Om5YznS8sV1LMR_OuOWL+w-a2i6eJ=zQ@mail.gmail.com>

It has been awhile since I have been able to attend History Section meetings but, I believe, that the guidelines are in the midst of being rewritten. I also believe that several of the folks who are working on them are on this list. Hopefully, someone can confirm this or correct me. :) If they are not being reworked now they soon will be. As probably many of us know, ALA guidelines are regularly updated. It is a long tiring process! It is a combination of herding cats and making sausage. Thus, the three years between the revision date and when they were approved by the RUSA Board. Also, the gap in dates of sources, though "Evidence!: Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian" is listed in footnote 5 and there are certainly post-1995 copyright dates given. :) As part of that process, the guidelines are also vetted among the appropriate groups. If I am remembering correctly, the last time the guidelines were written they were posted here for comment. I hope that when next they come our way folks will take the time to read
them and offer comment.

I was History Section Chair when these last went through the process and the RUSA Board was very impressed with the work on the committee. I was not on the committee, so can take no credit, I just had to shepherd the guidelines through the RUSA Board. But, I will say that the committee did an extraordinary job. This guidelines are used by people, as is obvious from the discussion here. They do serve a purpose in our profession and comments are welcome and will be read. So, keep any eye out!

Mary

On Fri, Feb 5, 2016 at 10:02 AM, Tom Neel <tneel at ogs.org> wrote:
> Although revised in 2004 and 2007, the footnotes section 13.0 seems to go
> with the original 1995 article, and after 21 years, some of those thoughts
> could be cited with more modern references. The works by Elizabeth Shown
> Mills, which are now used extensively in the genealogical community for
> better or worse, are not mentioned at all.
>
> Online resources, free and fee-based, have taken over, and training is
> needed in usage of these tools, including such things as how to rate them?
> both the vendors and the product, search techniques, how to take advantage
> of image software to get a good reproduction, etc. Needs a separate new
> section.
>
> My opinion only!
>
> Tom Neel, Library Director
>
> Ohio Genealogical Society
>
>
--
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

From librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org Fri Feb 5 14:38:28 2016
From: librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org (Michael Maloney)
Date: Fri, 5 Feb 2016 14:38:28 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <003901d16026$2e9dc3d0$8bd94b70$@ogs.org>
References: <CAPkyQoH+BbH+R6MV3t+_hVScMokZZbjCJkDydWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
          <016d01d15f96$645dd86$2d198920$@com>
          <003901d16026$2e9dc3d0$8bd94b70$@ogs.org>
Message-ID: <CAPkyQoHQWSNNQa_p=ovYRwBAjt9hJRNe_gTT Mp-v9mmUxgJepA@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks for all of your suggestions, they were extremely helpful!

On Fri, Feb 5, 2016 at 10:02 AM, Tom Neel <tneel at ogs.org> wrote:
>
> Although revised in 2004 and 2007, the footnotes section 13.0 seems to go
> with the original 1995 article, and after 21 years, some of those thoughts
> could be cited with more modern references. The works by Elizabeth Shown
> Mills, which are now used extensively in the genealogical community for
better or worse, are not mentioned at all.

Online resources, free and fee-based, have taken over, and training is needed in usage of these tools, including such things as how to rate them? both the vendors and the product, search techniques, how to take advantage of image software to get a good reproduction, etc. Needs a separate new section.

My opinion only!

Tom Neel, Library Director

Ohio Genealogical Society

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kellenberger Room

*Sent:* Thursday, February 04, 2016 4:53 PM

*To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'

*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College

ALA has ?Guidelines for a Unit or Course of Instruction in Genealogical Research at Schools of Library and Information Science? at http://www.ala.org/rusa/resources/guidelines/guidelinesunit that may offer some advice.

Also, our local community college offered such a course several years ago using ?Genealogy for Dummies? as the textbook.

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.

Special Collections Librarian

Kellenberger Room

New Bern-Craven County Public Library

400 Johnson Street

New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808    Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <vjones at cpclib.org> or
Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--

Michael Maloney

Librarian/Archivist

Grems-Doolittle Library

Schenectady County Historical Society

32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305

518-374-0263
I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway ("The Frisco"), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Dennis Northcott Associate Archivist for Reference  
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center  
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park  
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548  
dpn at mohistory.org<mailto:dpn at mohistory.org> | genealogy.mohistory.org

[Facebook]<https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum>  [Twitter]  
<http://twitter.com/mohistorymuseum>  [History Happens Here]  
<http://www.historyhappenshere.org>  [YouTube]  
<http://www.youtube.com/user/MissouriHistory>
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On 2/5/2016 5:31 PM, Dennis Northcott wrote:

> I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee
> magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:
> 
> Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (?The
> Frisco?), 1902-1935:
> http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm
> 
> TWA Skyliner, 1929-1989:
> http://statehistoricalsocietyofmissouri.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/twa
> 
> Illinois Central Employees? Magazine, 1914-1924:
> http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employe
> es_mag_1.html
> 
> *Dennis Northcott*/Associate Archivist for Reference/
> Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
> 225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park
> Tel:314.746.4517 |Fax:314.746.4548
> dpn at mohistory.org <mailto:dpn at mohistory.org> | genealogy.mohistory.org
> Facebook <https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum> Twitter
> <http://twitter.com/mohistorymuseum> History Happens Here
> <http://www.historyhappenshere.org> You Tube
> <http://www.youtube.com/user/MissouriHistory>
> 
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
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Here's what I had them do in Rochester NY:


Sadly the digitizing dept. was eliminated last year in a budget crunch, so while these will stay online, there will be no more done.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Fri, Feb 5, 2016 at 2:31 PM, Dennis Northcott <dpn at mohistory.org> wrote:

> I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:
> 
> Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (?The Frisco?), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm
> 
> 
> 
> *Dennis Northcott* *Associate Archivist for Reference*
> 
> Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
> 225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park
> Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548
> dpn at mohistory.org | genealogy.mohistory.org
Just saying...Cat sausage would be the wurst!
BWR

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Those crazy guidelines

It has been awhile since I have been able to attend History Section meetings but, I believe, that the guidelines are in the midst of being rewritten. I also believe that several of the folks who are working on them are on this list. Hopefully, someone can confirm this or correct me. :) If they are not being reworked now they soon will be. As probably many of us know, ALA guidelines are regularly updated. It is a long tiring process! It is a combination of herding cats and making sausage. Thus, the three years between the revision date and when they were approved by the RUSA Board. Also, the gap in dates of sources, though "Evidence!: Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian" is listed in footnote 5 and there are certainly post-1995 copyright dates given. :) As part of that process, the guidelines are also vetted among the appropriate groups. If I am remembering correctly, the last time the guidelines were written they were posted here for comment. I hope that when next they come our way folks will take the time to read them and offer comment.

I was History Section Chair when these last went through the process and the RUSA Board was very impressed with the work on the committee. I was not on the committee, so can take no credit, I just had to shepherd the guidelines through the RUSA Board. But, I will say that the committee did an extraordinary job. This guidelines are used by people, as is obvious from the discussion here. They do serve a purpose in our profession and comments are welcome and will be read.

So, keep any eye out!
On Fri, Feb 5, 2016 at 10:02 AM, Tom Neel <tneel at ogs.org> wrote:
> Although revised in 2004 and 2007, the footnotes section 13.0 seems to
go with the original 1995 article, and after 21 years, some of those
> thoughts could be cited with more modern references. The works by
> Elizabeth Shown Mills, which are now used extensively in the
genealogical community for better or worse, are not mentioned at all.
>
> Online resources, free and fee-based, have taken over, and training is
> needed in usage of these tools, including such things as how to rate
> them, both the vendors and the product, search techniques, how to
> take advantage of image software to get a good reproduction, etc.
> Needs a separate new section.
>
> My opinion only!
>
> Tom Neel, Library Director
> Ohio Genealogical Society
>
--
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

--
Mary Sanphilipo-Ward
savagewards at verizon.net

On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 5:48 PM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Hi Michael!
Very exciting!! Can I ask what department you are teaching that out of? I am very jealous!!

I teach at the UofMaryland iSchool. First time, I leaned very heavy on the RUSA guidelines. Happy to forward you a copy of my syllabus, might not be completely relevant, since I am teaching more from a librarinaship view point, but if you want to take a look just let me know. I use _The Source_ and George Morgan's _How To Do Everything ... Genealogy_ and George and Drew's _Advanced Genealogy Research Techniques_ as my main texts.

Have fun!! What a great opportunity!

Mary

On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 4:05 PM, Michael Maloney <librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org> wrote:

Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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Sarah A. V. Kirby, sarah at vandeventer.net (primary) kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate) LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby

Below are the Genealogy Courses being taught at the College of DuPage Continuing Education Dept. for Spring 2016

Ancestry and Family Search
This course provides an introduction to the two major genealogy research websites. Join Rose Lehne in learning how to use their features and get started on your own research! Thursday, March 3 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-070, $29; Lifelong Learner $19
Student Resource Center (SRC), Room 1118

An Irish Maiden's Voyage
The Titanic sank more than 100 years ago this spring. Join genealogy expert Rose Lehne as she tracks down the genealogical documents for a local Titanic survivor. Thursday, April 28 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-073, $29; Lifelong Learner $19
Student Resource Center (SRC), Room 1118

Climb Your Family Tree
Learn what types of genealogical records to search for and where and how to record what you find. Online and paper sources are explored with instructor Rose Lehne, who has been researching her own family history for more than 15 years. Thursday, March 3 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-072, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 Student Resource Center
Genealogy at the Library
Researching at the library doesn't mean you have to print each search result. Learn to use email or a flash drive to save your results, and explore other digital storage options. Thursday, April 14 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-071, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 On campus in Glen Ellyn

Genealogy for Digital Images Rose Lehne shows you how to enhance your digital genealogy records using metadata. Add the 'who, what, where, when, why and how' to your digital records. Thursday, May 19 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-037, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 On campus in Glen Ellyn

House History
Research the history of your family home! Learn to search local records for this important piece of family history. Thursday, May 12 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-036 $29; Lifelong Learner $19 Mayslake

Helen Gbala
Chair RUSA (ALA) Genealogy Pre-conference
gbalah at cod.edu

630-336-9982

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Michael Maloney <librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2016 3:05 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College

Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--
Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263
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From jli4 at psu.edu  Sun Feb 7 12:32:01 2016
From: jli4 at psu.edu (JANE INGOLD)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 12:32:01 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines

In-Reply-To: <BN3PR0601MB2001818172686E7DA47ED61EBDB4D20@BN3PR0601MB2001.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References: <BN3PR0601MB2001818172686E7DA47ED61EBDB4D20@BN3PR0601MB2001.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway ("The Frisco"), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Dennis Northcott
Associate Archivist for Reference
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548
dpn at mohistory.org | genealogy.mohistory.org
You might also try Hagley in Wilmington, Delaware. Here's a link to a description of the archives and library collections there:
http://www.hagley.org/collection-overview. Hagley has done quite a bit of digitizing of late, so may have some that you can use. It is the repository for the records of the DuPont companies and other companies in the Mid-Atlantic region, as well as some national ones. I don't research companies all that much, but have used Hagley materials in other research. The archivists are very helpful.

Cynthia Steinhoff
Maryland

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond
Magazines

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (?The Frisco?), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Dennis Northcott
Associate Archivist for Reference
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548
dpn at mohistory.org | genealogy.mohistory.org

<https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum>
<http://twitter.com/mohistorymuseum>  <http://www.historyhappenshere.org>
<http://www.youtube.com/user/MissouriHistory>
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From rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net  Sun Feb  7 13:27:26 2016
From: rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net (Reann Poray)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 13:27:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
Message-ID: <CAC86nJc0JjgH_37EC+M6gzyBN9jKX=L9kX3g00aV+ZSftpzp4g@mail.gmail.com>

Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."

Reann Poray
Local History/Genealogy Services
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana
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Reann Poray
Local History/Genealogy Services
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana
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My subscription through my home computer NOT working. Grrr.

On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 12:32 PM, JANE INGOLD <jli4 at psu.edu> wrote:

> Penn State's is working
> 
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."

Reann Poray

Local History/Genealogy Services

Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library

Plainfield, Indiana


An HTML attachment was scrubbed... URL:<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160207/13c9689b/attachment.html>

I'm getting the same message using the censuses on Heritage Quest today.

From: riffelj at bellsouth.net (Judy Riffel)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 12:28:56 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
In-Reply-To: <CAC86nJc0JjgH_37EC+M6gzyBN9jKX=L9kX3g00aV+ZSftp4g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAC86nJc0JjgH_37EC+M6gzyBN9jKX=L9kX3g00aV+ZSftp4g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <35ABBE8D8F96413CB616B794DD725BBC@JudyRPC>

I'm getting the same message using the censuses on Heritage Quest today.

From: Reann Poray
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2016 12:27 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?

Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."

Reann Poray
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com  Sun Feb  7 13:54:22 2016
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Miller)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 12:54:22 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
In-Reply-To: <35ABBE8D8F96413CB616B794DD725BBC@JudyRPC>
References: <CAC86nJc0JJgh_37EC+M6gzyBN9jKX=L9kX3g00aV+ZSftpz4g@mail.gmail.com>
<Message-ID: <CADjOuyD0xH=iw5L0b+7qT0DKa3LssLq-02Kzw76V+GkbFhtDYQ@mail.gmail.com>

All the Super Bowl "widows" are causing the system to crash! ;)

On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 12:28 PM, Judy Riffel <riffelj at bellsouth.net> wrote:

> I'm getting the same message using the censuses on Heritage Quest today.
> 
> *From:* Reann Poray <rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net>
> *Sent:* Sunday, February 07, 2016 12:27 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
> 
> Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."
> 
> Reann Poray
> Local History/Genealogy Services
> Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
> Plainfield, Indiana
> 
> ------------------------------
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> 

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers,* *soon out from Libraries Unlimited.*

---

**An HTML attachment was scrubbed...**
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From genbook at gmail.com Sun Feb 7 14:24:49 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 11:24:49 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
In-Reply-To: <CAC86nJc0JJgH_37Ec+M6gzyBN9jKX=L9kX3g00aV+ZSfttpz4g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAC86nJc0JJgH_37Ec+M6gzyBN9jKX=L9kX3g00aV+ZSfttpz4g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVkJvJZj0wJC_SRheFBWfuG6=So97xSTqaCaaZ-wA@mail.gmail.com>

Working fine in Southern California.

Larry

On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 10:27 AM, Reann Poray <rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net> wrote:

> Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library
> Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes
> back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."
>
> Reann Poray
> Local History/Genealogy Services
> Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
> Plainfield, Indiana
>
> [genealib mailing list]
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> ---

From larryo at evpl.org Sun Feb 7 14:48:36 2016
From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 19:48:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVkJvJZj0wJC_SRheFBWfuG6=So97xSTqaCaaZ-wA@mail.gmail.com>,
<CAKEoNhVkJvJZj0wJC_SRheFBWfuG6=So97xSTqaCaaZ-wA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <9qbfge4i4ed48e4ave9rw7ns.1454874519098@email.android.com>

It was giving me that message last night at home, but came up after clicking a few
Working fine in Southern California.

Larry

On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 10:27 AM, Reann Poray <rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net> wrote:
Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."

Reann Poray
Local History/Genealogy Services
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at 
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Cynthia Steinhoff [cksteinhoff at gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2016 12:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee 
Magazines

You might also try Hagley in Wilmington, Delaware. Here?s a link to a description 
of the archives and library collections there: http://www.hagley.org/collection-
overview . Hagley has done quite a bit of digitizing of late, so may have some 
that you can use. It is the repository for the records of the DuPont companies and 
other companies in the Mid-Atlantic region, as well as some national ones. I don?t 
research companies all that much, but have used Hagley materials in other research. 
The archivists are very helpful.

Cynthia Steinhoff
Maryland

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at 
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of JANE INGOLD <jli4 at psu.edu<mailto:jli4 at 
psu.edu>>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at 
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Sunday, February 7, 2016 at 12:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at 
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee 
Magazines

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at 
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf 
Of Dennis Northcott
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2016 5:32 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee 
Magazines

I?m trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have 
digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (?The Frisco?), 1902-
1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm

TWA Skyliner, 1929-1989:
http://statehistoricalsocietyofmissouri.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/twa

Illinois Central Employees? Magazine, 1914-1924:
http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employe 
es_mag_1.html
A OK here in Florida.

On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 2:48 PM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org> wrote:

> It was giving me that message last night at home, but came up after
> clicking a few times
> >
> >
> > Larry Oathout
> > Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
> >
> > -------- Original message --------
> > From: genbook <genbook at gmail.com>
> > Date: 02/07/2016 13:25 (GMT-06:00)
> > To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> > Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
> >
> > Working fine in Southern California.
> >
Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition this afternoon? We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."

Reann Poray
Local History/Genealogy Services
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana

Ancestry posted a banner starting a few days ago announcing that there would be intermittent interruptions for maintenance starting this morning (Sunday)
at midnight eastern time, and that it should last no more than 30 minutes. I'm on the east coast and I got the “sorry, not available?” message intermittently yesterday when trying to connect to a variety of type of resources starting much earlier than midnight. I hope it has cleared up by now!

Cynthia Steinhoff

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Susan Schuler <susaneschuler at gmail.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Sunday, February 7, 2016 at 3:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?

A OK here in Florida.

On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 2:48 PM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org> wrote:
> It was giving me that message last night at home, but came up after clicking a
> few times
> > Larry Oathout
> > Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
> >
> > ------- Original message -------
> > From: genbook <genbook at gmail.com>
> > Date: 02/07/2016 13:25 (GMT-06:00)
> > To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> > Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry not working?
> >
> > Working fine in Southern California.
> >
> > Larry
> >
> > On Sun, Feb 7, 2016 at 10:27 AM, Reann Poray <rporay at plainfieldlibrary.net>
> > wrote:
> >> Anybody having trouble now being able to connect to Ancestry Library Edition
> >> this afternoon?  We can get the main page, but any other link comes back with
> >> "We're sorry, that page is temporarily unavailable."
> >>
> >> Reann Poray
> >> Local History/Genealogy Services
> >> Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
> >> Plainfield, Indiana
> >>
> >> genealib mailing list
> >> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
"Why is it that giving guns is so easy but giving books is so hard?"
~Malala Yousafzai

----- next part -----
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160207/69dd09b1/attachment.html>

From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com  Sun Feb  7 16:43:10 2016
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 16:43:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for Postage
Message-ID: <006201d161f0$8a62c870$9f285950$@com>

It's Super Bowl Sunday (Go Panthers, since they are from NC!) and I have to
work this cold, rainy day.

So, I cleared a file drawer full of periodicals which I am now offering for
postage to any takers.

The attached list includes a list by Periodical Title, a list by State, and
a list of NGS Newsletters.

These were the property of a now defunct genealogy society in our area and
were exchanges, or attempts to get the society to exchange, so full runs are
spotty.

As I clean other drawers, I may have more to offer.

Please reply off list to either KellenbergerRoom at gmail.com or
vtjones at nbccpl.org.

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.

Special Collections Librarian
From csokal at charter.net  Mon Feb  8 11:53:10 2016
From: csokal at charter.net (Charlene)
Date: Mon, 8 Feb 2016 11:53:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized
Company Employee Magazines
In-Reply-To: <025501d161cd$72173ad0$5645b070$@psu.edu>
References:
<BN3PR0601MB20018172686E7DA47ED61EBDB4D20@BN3PR0601MB2001.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Are these magazines also referred to as "house organs"?

Charlene Key Sokal,
Worcester Public Library, (retired)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of JANE INGOLD
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2016 12:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee
Magazines

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dennis
Northcott
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2016 5:32 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee
Magazines

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines
that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway ("The Frisco"),

TWA Skyliner, 1929-1989:
http://statehistoricalsocietyofmissouri.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/twa

Illinois Central Employees' Magazine, 1914-1924:
http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employees_mag_1.html
That's what we always called them.

Larry Naukam

On Mon, Feb 8, 2016 at 8:53 AM, Charlene <csokal at charter.net> wrote:

> Are these magazines also referred to as house organs??
> 

Charlene Key Sokal,
Worcester Public Library, (retired)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *JANE INGOLD
*Sent:* Sunday, February 07, 2016 12:32 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

---

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (The Frisco), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Illinois Central Employees' Magazine, 1914-1924:
http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employees_mag_1.html

---

*Dennis Northcott* *Associate Archivist for Reference*
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
Technically, yes, but I suspect the phrase has become outdated. We rarely refer to our company periodicals that way.
Jane Gramlich  
Librarian, Special Collections  
Akron-Summit County Public Library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]  
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Charlene  
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:53 AM  
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines  

Are these magazines also referred to as "house organs"?

Charlene Key Sokal,  
Worcester Public Library, (retired)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]  
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of JANE INGOLD  
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2016 12:32 PM  
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines  

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]  
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dennis Northcott  
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2016 5:32 PM  
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines  

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway ("The Frisco"), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Dennis Northcott  
Associate Archivist for Reference  
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center  
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park  
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548  
dpn at mohistory.org [mailto:dpn at mohistory.org] | genealogy.mohistory.org

[Image removed by sender. Facebook]<https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum>  
Thanks for the info.

Charlene Sokal

Technically, yes, but I suspect the phrase has become outdated. We rarely refer to our company periodicals that way.

Jane Gramlich

Librarian, Special Collections
Are these magazines also referred to as "house organs"?

Charlene Key Sokal,
Worcester Public Library, (retired)

Hamermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway ("The Frisco"),

TWA Skyliner, 1929-1989: 
http://statehistoricalsocietyofmissouri.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/twa

Illinois Central Employees' Magazine, 1914-1924: 
http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employees_mag_1.html

Dennis Northcott Associate Archivist for Reference  
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center 
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park 
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548 
dpn at mohistory.org <mailto:dpn at mohistory.org> | genealogy.mohistory.org

<https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum> 
<http://twitter.com/mohistorymuseum> 
<http://www.historyhappenshere.org/> 
<http://www.youtube.com/user/MissouriHistory>

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160208/e14bd81c/attachment.html>

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg 
Type: image/jpeg 
Size: 350 bytes 
Desc: not available 
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160208/e14bd81c/attachment.jpg>

From jcrawfis at FindlayLibrary.org  Mon Feb  8 16:08:32 2016 
From: jcrawfis at FindlayLibrary.org (Justin Crawfis) 
Date: Mon, 8 Feb 2016 21:08:32 +0000 
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee 
Magazines 
Message-ID: <1A3077143331974E929CED21535DA5245E6F2039@FHCPLSVR-03.dewey.local>

Greetings! The "Ohio Memory" database at
http://cdm15005.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/#ad-image-0 includes a number of company employee publications, including the "Tripletter" newsletter (Triplett Corporation -- Bluffton, Ohio), "Fresh from the Oven" newsletter (Consolidated Biscuit Company -- McComb, Ohio), and the "Beacon" magazine (Ohio Oil Company -- Findlay, Ohio). Thanks!

Sincerely,

Justin Crawfis
jcrawfis at findlaylibrary.org
Genealogy Associate
Findlay-Hancock County Public Library
206 Broadway
Findlay, OH 45840
419-422-1712, ext. 246

When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."

*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the subject line may result in your message being rejected.

Today's Topics:

12. Re: Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines (Charlene)
13. Re: Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines (genbook)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 8
Date: Sun, 7 Feb 2016 20:20:17 +0000
From: "Gramlich, Jane" <JDEMPSEY at akronlibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E17990C14 at Exchange-Mail.akronlibrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"

Here in Akron, Ohio, we've digitized the Wingfoot Clan newsletters of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. from 1939-1946, accessed through Summit Memory:

http://www.summitmemory.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/AkronNP01

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
You might also try Hagley in Wilmington, Delaware. Here's a link to a description of the archives and library collections there: http://www.hagley.org/collection-overview. Hagley has done quite a bit of digitizing of late, so may have some that you can use. It is the repository for the records of the DuPont companies and other companies in the Mid-Atlantic region, as well as some national ones. I don't research companies all that much, but have used Hagley materials in other research. The archivists are very helpful.

Cynthia Steinhoff
Maryland

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (?The Frisco?), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Illinois Central Employees' Magazine, 1914-1924: http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employe
Are these magazines also referred to as "house organs"?

Charlene Key Sokal,

Worcester Public Library, (retired)

Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Examples of Digitized Company Employee Magazines

I'm trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:

Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway ("The Frisco"), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm


Dennis Northcott
Associate Archivist for Reference
Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548
dpn at mohistory.org <mailto:dpn at mohistory.org> | genealogy.mohistory.org

<https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum>
<http://twitter.com/mohistorymuseum>
<http://www.historyhappenshere.org>
<http://www.youtube.com/user/MissouriHistory>

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
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That's what we always called them.

Larry Naukam

On Mon, Feb 8, 2016 at 8:53 AM, Charlene <csokal at charter.net> wrote:

> Are these magazines also referred to as ?house organs??
>
> Charlene Key Sokal,
>
> Worcester Public Library, (retired)
>
> Hammermill Bond http://resources.libraries.psu.edu/coll/behrendbond

> I?m trying to find examples of collections of company employee magazines that have been digitized. Here are a few examples:
Employee magazines of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway (?The Frisco?), 1902-1935: http://thelibrary.org/lochist/frisco/magazines/magazines.cfm

TWA Skyliner, 1929-1989:
http://statehistoricalsocietyofmissouri.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/twa

Illinois Central Employees? Magazine, 1914-1924:
http://www.library.illinois.edu/blog/digitizedbotw/2007/10/illinois_central_employees_mag_1.html

*Dennis Northcott* *Associate Archivist for Reference*

Missouri History Museum Library and Research Center
225 South Skinker Blvd, across from Forest Park
Tel: 314.746.4517 | Fax: 314.746.4548
dpn at mohistory.org | genealogy.mohistory.org

[Image: Image removed by sender. Facebook]
<https://www.facebook.com/missourihistorymuseum>
[Image: Image removed by sender. Twitter]
<http://twitter.com/mohistorymuseum>
[Image: Image removed by sender. History Happens Here]
<http://www.historyhappenshere.org>
[Image: Image removed by sender. You Tube]
<http://www.youtube.com/user/MissouriHistory>

_________ next part ____________
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160208/5eb7c17d/attachment.html>
_________ next part ____________
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org  Mon Feb  8 17:33:31 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Mon, 8 Feb 2016 16:33:31 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for 4 issues of Tree Trackers (KS)
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHzgq2G+gVD6UZ-p=Q_vS2KBw4MVb7Ceej-WXBiyC22xA@mail.gmail.com>

We are four issues short of having a good full several-years' run of the genealogical journal of the Phillips Co. (KS) Genealogical Society, *Tree Trackers,* which we would love to get bound. Does anyone have unneeded copies of the following issues? We'd be happy to pay postage.

132 (Summer 2008)
149 (Summer 2012)
151 (Winter 2012-2013)
156 (Spring 2014)

Thanks!

Martha Grenzeback  |  Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St.  |  Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org  |  402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>  <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Road to Little Dribbling, *by Bill Bryson*
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160208/48378c27/>
The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Duke University offers 6 different genealogy courses. Genealogy 1 is a prerequisite for some of the advanced courses. The courses have about twenty contact hours each. They begin with a general genealogy course and end with a course in which students interpret the information in their own DNA.
Below are the Genealogy Courses being taught at the College of DuPage Continuing Education Dept. for Spring 2016

Ancestry and Family Search

This course provides an introduction to the two major genealogy research websites. Join Rose Lehne in learning how to use their features and get started on your own research! Thursday, March 31 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-070, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 Student Resource Center (SRC), Room 1118

An Irish Maiden's Voyage

The Titanic sank more than 100 years ago this spring. Join genealogy expert Rose Lehne as she tracks down the genealogical documents for a local Titanic survivor. Thursday, April 28 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-073, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 Student Resource Center (SRC), Room 1118

Climb Your Family Tree

Learn what types of genealogical records to search for and where and how to record what you find. Online and paper sources are explored with instructor Rose Lehne, who has been researching her own family history for more than 15 years. Thursday, March 3 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-072, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 Student Resource Center (SRC), Room 1125

Genealogy at the Library

Researching at the library doesn't mean you have to print each search result. Learn to use email or a flash drive to save your results, and explore other digital storage options. Thursday, April 14 1-3 p.m. HUMNT-0001-071, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 On campus in Glen Ellyn

Genealogy for Digital Images Rose Lehne shows you how to enhance your digital genealogy records using metadata. Add the 'who, what, where, when,
why and how' to your digital records. Thursday, May 19 1-3 p.m.
HUMNT-0001-037, $29; Lifelong Learner $19 On campus in Glen Ellyn

House History

Research the history of your family home! Learn to search local records for this important piece of family history. Thursday, May 12 1-3 p.m.
HUMNT-0001-036 $29; Lifelong Learner $19 Mayslake

Helen Gbala
Chair RUSA (ALA) Genealogy Pre-conference
gbalah at cod.edu
630-336-9982

Hey all,

I've been asked by the local community college to teach a course on the basics of genealogy. Does anyone on the listserv have any experience teaching genealogy in a college setting, or know where to find information about course requirements? Any other information/advice would be greatly appreciated.

--
Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263
Anybody out there know anything about MyHeritage.com. My mother got an email inviting her to follow a link. Their web site says they are based in Tel Aviv which makes me a bit suspicious.

Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX

They are a legitimate company. Great records from eastern Europe and many Jewish records. I am sure others will have additional information.

Anybody out there know anything about MyHeritage.com. My mother got an email
inviting her to follow a link. Their web site says they are based in Tel Aviv which makes me a bit suspicious.

Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.

E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.

ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From genbook at gmail.com  Tue Feb  9 17:22:14 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 9 Feb 2016 14:22:14 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] My Heritage
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB03669DCC1EA4C8C6D9C7E388ADD60@DM2PR09MB0366.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB03669DCC1EA4C8C6D9C7E388ADD60@DM2PR09MB0366.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVLmEqpvVKhUCdCkFbL=_n48Zm41rd_d8tSp_x0CDF1yg@mail.gmail.com>

They are a legit company, competing with Ancestry et al.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, Feb 9, 2016 at 2:09 PM, Luscombe Tracy <tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us> wrote:

> Anybody out there know anything about MyHeritage.com. My mother got an
> email inviting her to follow a link. Their web site says they are based in
> Tel Aviv which makes me a bit suspicious.
> >
> >
> > Tracy Luscombe
> >
> > Library Director
> >
> > W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
> >
> > Greenville, TX
> >
> > This message contains confidential information and is intended only for
> > the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not
> > disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
> > immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and
> > delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be
guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted,
corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses.
The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions
in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy
version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could
lead to violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the
sender.

Genealib mailing list
Genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

------------------ next part ------------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160209/db6bbf8e/attachment-0001.html>

From susaneschuler at gmail.com Tue Feb 9 18:22:37 2016
From: susaneschuler at gmail.com (Susan Schuler)
Date: Tue, 9 Feb 2016 18:22:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] My Heritage
In-Reply-To: <BY2PR04MB88837273B2A57F8E5743D5BBDD60@BY2PR04MB888.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
References: <DM2PR09MB03669DCC1EA4C8C6D9C7E388ADD60@DM2PR09MB0366.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<Message-ID: <CAH6ZzD8AQgbHZBWuAVrj_gaFQPom_zA-kiVuiWrMd9L1Xtmjw@mail.gmail.com>

Tracy --

If you do the trial membership be sure to cancel well before the 14 days.
I logged in to cancel on the 14th day (I really didn't see any reason to
keep it) and was already charged $119. It took several phone calls to have
a refund issued.

Good luck-- Susan

On Tue, Feb 9, 2016 at 5:21 PM, Cherie Bush <BushCD at familysearch.org> wrote:

> http://blog.myheritage.com/2016/02/highlights-from-rootstech-2016/
> 
> They are a legitimate company. Great records from eastern Europe and many
> Jewish records. I am sure others will have additional information.
> 
> 
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Luscombe Tracy
> *Sent:* Tuesday, February 09, 2016 3:10 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* [Genealib] My Heritage
> 
>
Anybody out there know anything about MyHeritage.com. My mother got an email inviting her to follow a link. Their web site says they are based in Tel Aviv which makes me a bit suspicious.

Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Susan E. Schuler
http://nofrillsbookblog.blogspot.com
http://relicsfamilyhistory.blogspot.com/

"Why is it that giving guns is so easy but giving books is so hard?"
~Malala Yousafzai

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Tue Feb  9 20:15:19 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Tue, 9 Feb 2016 19:15:19 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] My Heritage
There is a library edition that all Nebraska libraries have now courtesy of the Nebraska Library Commission—it has replaced HeritageQuest in our "bundle" of databases. On the whole we are pretty pleased with it. Many international records (Swedish household censuses, for example, which are a goldmine if you are doing Swedish research), and all the US censuses; and they seem to add new records pretty frequently.

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library* | 215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

On Tue, Feb 9, 2016 at 4:09 PM, Luscombe Tracy <tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us> wrote:

> Anybody out there know anything about MyHeritage.com. My mother got an email inviting her to follow a link. Their web site says they are based in Tel Aviv which makes me a bit suspicious.
> Tracy Luscombe
> Library Director
> W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
> Greenville, TX
> This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

---
>
genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
From dsmith at usf.edu  Wed Feb 10 10:13:21 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 2016 10:13:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Courses at Community College
In-Reply-To: <003901d16026$2e9dc3d0$8bd94b70$@ogs.org>
References: <CAPkyQoH+BDH+R6MV3t+_hVScMokZZbJCkJdWZ_Rf5Qbb3Mw@mail.gmail.com>
> Although revised in 2004 and 2007, the footnotes section 13.0 seems to go > with the original 1995 article, and after 21 years, some of those thoughts > could be cited with more modern references. The works by Elizabeth Shown > Mills, which are now used extensively in the genealogical community for > better or worse, are not mentioned at all. > > Online resources, free and fee-based, have taken over, and training is > needed in usage of these tools, including such things as how to rate them ? > both the vendors and the product, search techniques, how to take advantage > of image software to get a good reproduction, etc. Needs a separate new > section. > > My opinion only! > > The guidelines are under current revision, and it is my hope that new > guidelines will be available shortly. (Even when we are through with our > work, there are still a lot of steps within ALA to go through to get them > officially approved.)

I should also point out that the ALA RUSA HS guidelines are designed for > librarians as students, not for the general public. I would not recommend > using the guidelines when providing instruction to the public.

Drew (chairing the group to revise the guidelines)

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160210/10dc8d44/attachment.html>

Just curious to hear what people do with moldy donations. We have received a few > interesting items that have been donated recently that suffer from light to heavy > mold. The badly moldy or smelly ones I tend to discard immediately, but the less > damaged ones I have in a back storage area until I can go through them and make a > decision.

Thanks,

Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
From erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov Wed Feb 10 16:44:34 2016
From: erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov (Bradford, Erin)
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 2016 21:44:34 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Moldy Donations
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF0E9A3519@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF0E9A3519@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID: <BN3PR09MB0339CB589FDB291BADE433DE6D70@BN3PR09MB0339.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

We have had a few slightly moldy books donated to our library. I do book repairs at our library as well as reference. It's very important that moldy books be separated from the collection because mold can spread like wildfire to other books. Our library bags them until we can treat them. Sun light can kill mold spores. My former supervisor would take the moldy books home over the weekend and lay out the books in the sun as my apartment does not get much sunlight and it is not recommended to leave them in the sun outside the library. The issue with leaving them out in the sun, of course, is preservation - direct sunlight can cause deterioration in books. I look at like a scale - on one hand, you can toss out the book because it has mold, or you can try and treat it, even if it might cause deterioration through direct sunlight.

Cornell University has a good article - https://www.library.cornell.edu/preservation/librarypreservation/mee/management/mold.html

Also, the NEDCC offers suggestions for combatting the smell - https://www.nedcc.org/free-resources/ask-nedcc/faqs

Erin Bradford
Genealogy Reference Librarian
N.C. Government & Heritage Library, State Library of North Carolina
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources

(919) 807-7461 Phone
(919)733-1843 Fax
erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov<mailto:erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov>

4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC  27699-4640

Email correspondence to and from this address may by subject to NC Public Records Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official
Just curious to hear what people do with moldy donations. We have received a few interesting items that have been donated recently that suffer from light to heavy mold. The badly moldy or smelly ones I tend to discard immediately, but the less damaged ones I have in a back storage area until I can go through them and make a decision.

Thanks,

Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
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Unless it is something unique and valuable, we would immediately discard.

Martha Grenzeback  |  Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library* 215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org  |  402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org

*What I am reading?* "The Road to Little Dribbling, *by Bill Bryson*
> Just curious to hear what people do with moldy donations. We have received
> a few interesting items that have been donated recently that suffer from
> light to heavy mold. The badly moldy or smelly ones I tend to discard
> immediately, but the less damaged ones I have in a back storage area until
> I can go through them and make a decision.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Daniel Sample
>
> Genealogy & Local History Department
>
> Fort Bend County Libraries
>
> 1001 Golfview
>
> Richmond, Texas 77469
>
> 281-341-2646
>
> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
>
> genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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The mold discussion reminded me of a useful item for cleaning the exterior of books:

The Gonzo Revolutionary Pet Hair Lifter!
www.magicamerican.com
www.gonzocorp.com

6 x 3x 1 3/8" "sponge"

I cut it into smaller pieces, usually cut in half lengthwise and cut each half in fifths.

Use dry, never wet. Gently wipe surface of cover and even the closed edges of pages to remove dust and dirt. If the surface can stand a little rubbing, you can remove light stains and heavier deposits of dust or dirt. Turn the sponge to a clean side as needed.

I have used on paper covers just as often as cloth and vinyl, but have to be extra careful, particularly around the edges, so no tears. If one is extremely careful it can be used to clean a paper page or document, but I would only try this if the paper was not salvageable otherwise. Works best on coated paper, of course. I have saved a few grimy pamphlets this way.

The sponge is washable, but I toss the used pieces since they are usually black with grime and I don't want to chance transferring dirt or anything else from one book to another through inadequate washing.
I think a former staff member learned about this sponge in a conservation class.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
Archives and History Library
WV Division of Culture and History
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
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From dsmith at usf.edu  Mon Feb 15 10:31:28 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 2016 10:31:28 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians Day (Tuesday, May 3) just prior to the NGS Conference in Fort Lauderdale
Message-ID: <CALSepZbpkHiejT31vjNPkt4C3egH5AuujPJnZSyypTckucTDggA@mail.gmail.com>

National genealogy conferences rarely come to Florida (the last was in 2003), so you'll want to take advantage of the annual NGS Conference in Fort Lauderdale in early May.

Associated with that conference, ProQuest is sponsoring a free all-day event just for genealogy librarians. Lunch is included.

Note: You do *not* have to register for the NGS Conference itself in order to register for Librarians Day!

To learn more about this event, go to:
http://conference.ngsgenealogy.org/librarians-day/

Space is limited, so please register soon!

Regards,

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492

----- next part ""
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From RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov  Tue Feb 16 08:23:27 2016
From: RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov (Rzepczynski, Kris (DNR))
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 2016 13:23:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books to trade or available for postage
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB0666A21BB73E4A8D92F096C7ADAD0@DM2PR09MB0666.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Colleagues,

The Archives of Michigan is deaccessioning our duplicate copies, please see the attached spreadsheet for the list of titles. We prefer to trade, if possible, and all items are available on a first come, first serve basis. More to come in the future.

If interested, please email me off-list at rzepczynskik at michigan.gov. Thank you.

Kris Rzepczynski
Senior Archivist, Archives of Michigan
517.373.9191
rzepczynskik at michigan.gov

-------------- next part --------------
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From LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us Thu Feb 18 14:45:11 2016
From: LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us (Leslie Kesler)
Date: Thu, 18 Feb 2016 19:45:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] bibliographies or checklists for genealogy collections development?
Message-ID: <5F0AE8E7FF17E24493B8340C333108361A2DE453@Dash1.cabarrus.local>

Good afternoon!

As someone newly responsible for collections development for a small local history and genealogy room, I am curious about what list members might suggest in the way of a bibliography / checklist / core collection list to inform collections development decisions.

My most immediate need is for a reference that I could use to evaluate potential donations related to bordering states, states along the migration pathways to our state, and ancestral ethnicities that are common in our area. (For us, this equates to resources on researching German and Scots-Irish ancestry, and geographic areas including Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, and Tennessee.) These are secondary areas of our collection where our goal would be to have a small collection of the most important works, but not collect in great depth. I have a list of potential donations in these areas that I need to make decisions on without spending a lot of time doing individual evaluation of. What should I consult for a quick take on whether a particular title is one of the most important for that region?

I would welcome any advice, on- or off-list.
Leslie Kesler  
Senior Library Assistant  
Lore Local History Room  
Cabarrus County Public Library  
27 Union Street, North; Concord, NC 28025  
704-920-2061  


________________________________
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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From fxlibrarian at gmail.com  Tue Feb 23 11:23:16 2016
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)  
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2016 11:23:16 -0500  
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia periodicals to trade  
Message-ID: <CAA5ZxJ3=J=Au2bmE0niizntVoXpUK+-LSyQP0kNWCaR_l_jKgw@mail.gmail.com>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more periodicals to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser at fairfaxcounty.gov. Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead  
Virginia Room  
10360 North St.  
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a check mark indicating that the item is included in the shipment, or an N/A meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part --------------
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From rosef at post.tau.ac.il  Tue Feb 23 12:06:27 2016
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2016 19:06:27 +0200
Subject: [Genealib] More databases release by the Israel Genealogy Research Association
Message-ID: <20160223190627.Horde.NvE1dpRoYRWzJGtQtDjQBA@webmail.tau.ac.il>

http://www.slideshare.net/igra3/igra-release-feb-2016?
utm_source=slideshow&utm_medium=ssemail&utm_campaign=post_upload_view_cta

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy

Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl

From flrova at mchsi.com  Wed Feb 24 16:14:29 2016
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 2016 15:14:29 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] West Florida Genealogy Library Duplicate Periodicals
   Available for postage cost
Message-ID: <00ac01d16f48$5c43f120$14cbd360$@com>

Hi from sunny Pensacola where we hope you will someday consider stopping in
at our West Florida Genealogy Library at 5740 North 9th Street on Tuesday
through Saturday 10 AM to 6PM to check us out.
Meanwhile if you are keeping in your library's collection any of the periodicals listed in the attachment and may be missing some to complete the series, we hope you will check our duplicates list and request any you are missing and desire to receive for just the mailing cost.

I will be working ten hour days for early voting 29 Feb to 12 Mar and the 15 Mar presidential primary election, so please respond to me off list at f1rova at mchsi.com, and beginning Wednesday 16 March I will begin pulling the ones you request on a first-to-respond/first-to-receive basis, and will respond to you with an emailed list of the ones you will be receiving. We ask that when you later receive the periodical(s), you note the postage cost and send to me at the below address a check for the postage cost made payable to "WFGS" and annotate on the check "For the book fund". I am a volunteer at WFGL and also the current WFGS Library Acquisitions Committee Chairman, so I will consolidate all of the checks and present them to the WFGS Treasurer in one submission.

West Florida Genealogy Society (or just WFGS is okay)
c/o Bruce Rova
2721 Sunrunner Ln
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563-5507

Regards,
Bruce Rova

-------------- next part --------------
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From rroberts1861 at charter.net  Wed Feb 24 17:30:51 2016
From: rroberts1861 at charter.net (Richard Roberts)
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 2016 15:30:51 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder - March 1 Deadline for NERGC Presentation Proposals
Message-ID: <NNWr1s00000A0jHA01NWtrRC@charter.net>
Presentation proposals are welcome until 12:00 noon on 1 March 2016 for the 14th New England Regional Genealogical Conference to be held 26-29 April 2017 in Springfield, Massachusetts. NERGC 2017 will have the following formats for presentations:

- Lectures during the conference or for presentations in a Wednesday ?Day? track are one hour each, including questions and answers.
- Workshops (Wednesday only) are two to three hour presentations on any genealogy topic.
- Wednesday ?Days? (including Librarians Day) are one-day tracks with one-hour lectures devoted to particular topics.
- Workshops (Thursday-Saturday) are two-hour interactive events for the technology classroom.

The full Call for Papers is available on the NERGC Web page, www.NERGC.org. [1]

Links:
------
[1] http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.NERGC.org%2F&h=cAQFAUg1tAQHgd9HyG_bQ7TEDfFvCGP8FVug8wxV03BLc2FA&enc=AZNKat5HiqPir9ep9z4dzk0ZURdw7fxPD2mnjUq5SaGgQZ2bQMvsiOyK7oB3DzGMCfyslFxNT5pf_3vyFtRUqEjLY2StTbDVXXM6EkKiC3-lAgysPWyMrF6zF7EGbXYxfR5yl1aXtyTwT6091_GgzhvuDAWhNSjp2EkSA9iw1zwReg7XFmCYKy-LoWTzpxsko5pnWzThM25vBO-oqPP9q7&amp;s=1

We have duplicate copies of these periodicals. Could your library use them? We only ask that you pay for postage.

Nebraska Ancestree, Nebraska Genealogical Society.

Treasure State Lines, Great Falls (Montana) Genealogy Society.
v.6-33 1981-2008

Please contact me directly at the email below.

Best wishes,

Lisa Kindrick
Librarian
Genealogy Center
Main Library - 2nd floor
501 Copper Ave NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
We need issues of NEHGR. Are you offering them in the sets as listed only? Or can I request individual scattered issues?

If by set only, I would take the first set listed.

If we can request specific issues, we need the following whole # issues:
147
582-590
592-595
600
604
607
618-620
625-636
654-655

We can't afford a subscription. We used to get free it in exchange for the journal we published, West Virginia History, but the powers-that-be gave the journal to West Virginia University several years ago. We have enough patrons with New England heritage that we try to collect enough donated issues and accept offers such as yours to fill in our gaps and gain the newer issues. Our "friends" group, Mining Your History Foundation, will write a check for postage.

Thanks,
Susan

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
Hi from sunny Pensacola where we hope you will someday consider stopping in at our West Florida Genealogy Library at 5740 North 9th Street on Tuesday through Saturday 10 AM to 6PM to check us out.

Meanwhile if you are keeping in your library's collection any of the periodicals listed in the attachment and may be missing some to complete the series, we hope you will check our duplicates list and request any you are missing and desire to receive for just the mailing cost.

I will be working ten hour days for early voting 29 Feb to 12 Mar and the 15 Mar presidential primary election, so please respond to me off list at flrova at mchsi.com, and beginning Wednesday 16 March I will begin pulling the ones you request on a first-to-respond/first-to-receive basis, and will respond to you with an emailed list of the ones you will be receiving. We ask that when you later receive the periodical(s), you note the postage cost and send to me at the below address a check for the postage cost made payable to "WFGS" and annotate on the check "For the book fund". I am a volunteer at WFGL and also the current WFGS Library Acquisitions Committee Chairman, so I will consolidate all of the checks and present them to the WFGS Treasurer in one submission.

West Florida Genealogy Society (or just WFGS is okay)
c/o Bruce Rova
2721 Sunrunner Ln
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563-5507

Regards,
Bruce Rova
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My apologies for not paying attention and replying to the list instead of off-line just now.

I will take the opportunity, though, to remind everyone that West Virginia Archives and History has a YouTube channel where we post selected audio/video clips and full features from our collection, as well as most of our in-house lectures on a wide variety of West Virginia-related topics. Some may be a surprise to you, such as a lecture about filmmaker Ellis Dungan, a West Virginian who made films in India before there was a Bollywood, and film clips from his work. Others, such as West Virginia Heritage Music, will appeal to anyone who enjoys old time music and folk music. We also have genealogy how-to workshops led by DAR members. Flintlock Rifles in West Virginia features rifles in the West Virginia State Museum collection and was presented by experts in the field, including a re-enactor and gunsmith.

https://www.youtube.com/user/wvarchivesandhistory
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Feb 25 15:10:09 2016
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 2016 20:10:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] History of Kentucky Illustrated
Message-ID: <87B5243F1ABD4D4B90066A32C73C24E00126E79C91@WFMS02.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>

I have an edition 2 (1885) and edition 4 (1887) - reprints of both. What, if any, are the differences between the editions and do I need to keep them both?

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov

Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still "small town" community that upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters quality economic growth-in a fiscally-responsible, even revenue-generating fashion.

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of Weatherford may be monitored.

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
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Michigan genealogy librarians and researchers - the Michigan Genealogical Council is seeking nominees for the 2016 Lucy Mary Kellogg Award and is asking for your help in getting the word out!

As genealogy and local history librarians, we are often uniquely connected to our communities. If you know of someone who is active in your area, is a member of one of the MGC societies, and deserves recognition for their hard work and contributions to local history and genealogy resources, please consider nominating them or passing this information on to someone in your local genealogical or historical society.

Since 1992, the Michigan Genealogical Council has offered the Lucy Mary Kellogg award as a way to honor the rich genealogical contributions brought to our community by dedicated members of Michigan's genealogical societies. Named for the first woman and first Midwesterner to be chosen for the National Genealogy Hall of Fame, the award allows us to celebrate our most active members for their service.

The award has been given to twenty individuals since its creation, generating hundreds of dollars in donations to local societies, the Library of Michigan, and the Archives of Michigan. Because of a recent drop in submissions, the last Lucy Mary Kellogg award was granted in 2012 and we need help bringing attention to the award to receive enough submissions to continue recognizing the valuable offerings brought by our members. To gather judges and award the 2016 Lucy Mary Kellogg award, we need to receive a minimum of three submissions by June 1st.

To nominate someone for the award you just submit a brief nomination form and a letter of recommendation (up to 500 words) which lists the individual's achievements and contributions. Societies are encouraged to solicit multiple letters of recommendation from groups or individuals familiar with the nominee and their work. As with research - the more evidence, the better!

Please visit our website <http://www.mimgc.org/cpage.php?pt=14> for a list of requirements and our nomination form. Questions can be emailed to info at mimgc.org or johnsonc at yourmdl.org.

Thank you for your time, and have a great week!

Best regards,
Chelsea

Chelsea Johnson
Awards Committee, MI Genealogical Council
Research Chair, Calhoun Co. Genealogical Society
Genealogy and Local History Library, Marshall District Library
(269) 781-7821 ex.23
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
March 2016

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.  703-792-4540  Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org.

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in

FAREWELL TO BEVERLY VENESS

Beverly Veness retired as a member of the RELIC staff on February 29, after serving
with the library system since 1987.  She has been a vital part of the RELIC
operation since we opened at Bull Run Library in 1994.  In addition to providing
expert help to our customers, she has been chiefly responsible for maintenance of
our collection and its statistics, and for overseeing volunteer assignments.  She
also lead our popular Genealogy 101 workshops.  Her sympathetic ear and constant
good humor will be greatly missed.  Bev and husband Mike have some exciting and
relaxing travel planned.  We wish them well.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings.  Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by
the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries.  To be notified of upcoming library
programs and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS
newslettermhttp://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr-
2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRkttHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUExfrk10GaxDxJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtwzlutfP_a6ucZfoKYbYjcu915-
QMDIKxDEluFt0lvWdpY1n6GD20_KxNRFumT9hqudivErh08BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_r1ExCh7DkhsBsyPwHY0O
kBVihONjrFcpp8xaU-qYti1j00>.

Unless otherwise stated, all the following programs will take place at the
community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA.
Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes.  You may register for any of these
programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
You may also register online at RELIC
Programs<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> by
clicking on the program date.

March 29, 7 p.m. - Former Friends: George Washington's Break with George Mason and
Thomas Jefferson, with historian Peter Henriques.*
April 26, 7 p.m. - Researching the Battle of Bristoe Station: a Neat Civil War
Trap, with historian Bill Backus.*
FORMER FRIENDS: GEORGE WASHINGTON'S BREAK
WITH GEORGE MASON AND THOMAS JEFFERSON
Presented by Peter Henriques

Join Peter Henriques, noted Washington Scholar / Professor of History Emeritus, George Mason University, and author of A Realistic Visionary: a Portrait of George Washington, for an examination of the complicated relationship between three of the Founding Fathers. This program will be presented on Tuesday, March 29, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Library. Dr. Henriques will offer copies of book for sale after the lecture. Funding for this program is provided by Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries.
To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pw.gov. You may also register at RELIC Programs by clicking on the program date.

RESEARCHING THE BATTLE OF BRISTOE STATION:
A NEAT CIVIL WAR TRAP
Presented by Bill Backus

Certain battles enjoy wide recognition. References to Gettysburg, Antietam, and Manassas abound in American history textbooks and popular and scholarly Civil War titles. But what about smaller, lesser known battles? Join historian Bill Backus, author of A Want of Vigilance: The Bristoe Station Campaign, October 9-19, 1863, to learn about this lesser-known but significant local battle and the challenges of researching smaller conflicts. This program will be presented on Tuesday, April 26, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Library. Mr. Backus will offer copies of his book for sale after the lecture. Funding for this program is provided by Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries.
To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pw.gov. You may also register at RELIC Programs by clicking on the program date.

WE STILL WELCOME DONATIONS TO OUR SCANNER FUND

We extend a public "thank you" to those who have contributed to RELIC's fund for a new microfilm scanner and invite others to participate. Every gift, no matter the size, takes us toward that goal.
Donations made to "Prince William County" (with "RELIC Donation Account" on the check's memo line) are now being earmarked for future purchase of this equipment. Send checks to RELIC at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. Donations may be tax deductible. We appreciate your support.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC at http://pw.gov/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-Ask.aspx or by calling us at 703-792-4540. Hours for Bull Run Library, September to June (ET): Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed Federal holidays and holiday weekends.
PLEASE NOTE: Dedicated staff are available in RELIC (saving an occasional mid-day lunch break) on Mondays through Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sundays from 12 noon to 5 p.m. We also have a staff member available on most Thursday evenings from 6 to 9 p.m. If you are planning to visit on a weekday evening, please call ahead or ask for assistance at the front Information Desk.

#
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